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I. INTRODUCTION

On October 12, 1984, a Chamber of the International Court of
Justice handed down its decision in the Case Concerning the Delimi-
tation of the Maritime Boundary in the Gulf of Maine Area (Can. v.
U.S.).1 By a vote of four to one, the Chamber described in geodetic
lines the course of the single maritime boundary that divides the
continental shelf and exclusive fishery zones of Canada and the
United States in that area.2 The Chamber's decision ended more
than a decade of conflict between the two countries concerning juris-
diction over continental shelf and fishery resources in the Georges
Bank area.3
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1. Delimitation of the Maritime Boundary in the Gulf of Maine Area (Can. v.
U.S.), 1984 LC.J. 246 (Judgment of Oct. 12) [hereinafter cited as Gulf of Maine Case].
See generally Legault & McRae, The Gulf of Maine Case, 22 CAN. Y.B. IT'rL L 267
(1984); Robinson, Colson & Rashkow, Some Perspectives on Adjudicating Before
The World Court: The Gulf of Maine Case, 79 Am J. Im'L L 578 (1985). The Gulf of
Maine Case represents the first use of a Chamber of the International Court of Jus-
tice to resolve an international dispute. Note, International Conflict Resolution: The
ICJ Chambers and the Gulf of Maine Dispute, 23 VA. J. IWTL L. 463 (1983). For
discussions of dispute settlement in the Canadian-American context, see Cohen, Can-
ada and the United States: Dispute Settlement and the International Joint Com-
mission - Can This Experience be Applied to Law of the Sea Issues?, 8 CASE W.
RFs. J. INVr'L L. 69 (1976); Wang, Adjudication of Canada-United States Disputes, 19
CAN. Y.B. INT'L L 158 (1981).

2. The Chamber was composed of Roberto Ago (Italy), Andr6 Gros (France), Her-
man Mosler (Federal Republic of Germany), Stephen Schwebel (United States), and
Maxwell Cohen (Canada) as judge ad hoc. Although Judge Schwebel ultimately con-
curred in the Chamber's judgment, he would have preferred a line somewhat to the
east of that described by the Chamber in the outer portion of the delimitation area.
See map 2 at p. 17. Judge Schwebel agreed with the essentials of the Chamber's anal-
ysis and reasoning, but differed with the Chamber over the extent of the coast of the
Bay of Fundy to be regarded as coasts of the Gulf of Maine area for purposes of
calculating proportionality. Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 354 (Separate Opin-
ion of Judge Schwebel). Judge Gros dissented from the judgment of the Chamber.
His line, "essentially an equidistance line constructed from mainland basepoints,"
Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 387 (Dissenting Opinion of Judge Gros), runs
slightly to the east of the Chamber's line in the inner portion of the delimitation area
and to the west of the Chamber's line in the outer portion. See map 2 at p. 17.

3. For the background of the dispute, see D. VANDERZwAAG. THE FISH FEuD. THE
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The boundary dispute resolved by the Chamber in the Gulf of
Maine Case involved overlapping claims to continental shelf and su-
perjacent waters in the Gulf of Maine region, extending seaward
from the coast to a distance of approximately 200 miles. The dis-
puted area covered about forty-two percent of Georges Bank. The
location of the boundary has considerable significance for both the
United States and Canada because of the known fish yields and the
potential oil and gas reserves of the area. Georges Bank is one of the
richest fishing grounds in the world, producing about twice as much
as the North Sea, four times as much as the Grand Banks, and five
times as much as the northeast Arctic. 4 The disputed sector is one of
Georges Bank's most productive areas.5 The amount of oil and gas
reserves under Georges Bank, in general, and the disputed sector, in
particular, will not be known until considerable exploratory drilling
and actual development take place. Experienced geologists have
made estimates of potential oil and gas reserves, but their accuracy
is uncertain, at best.6 Existing estimates do indicate, however, that
oil and gas deposits may be substantial.7

The Gulf of Maine encompasses an area of about 36,000 square

U.S. AND CANADIAN BOUNDARY Disptrr. (1983); Rhee, Equitable Solutions to the Mar-
itime Boundary Dispute Between the United States and Canada in the Gull of
Maine, 75 AM. J. INT'L L. 590 (1981); Wang, Canada-United States Fisheries and
Maritime Boundary Negotiations: Diplomacy in Deep Water, Vol. XXXVIII(6)/XX-
XIX(1) BEHIND THE HEADLINES (1981).

4. UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, FINAL SUPPLEMENT TO ENVIRON-

MENTAL STATEMENT, O.C.S. SALE. No. 42, at 113 (1979) [hereinafter cited as U.S. DEP'T
OF THE INTERIOR, FINAL SUPPLEMENT]. For a succinct description of the hydrological
features that cause this high level of productivity, see id. at 108-13. The annual fish
harvest from Georges Bank has averaged 500,000 metric tons, and the maximum sus-
tainable yield estimates for the bank total about 420,000 metric tons, worth about
$229 million. Id. at 113-14. Based on the value of 1978 landings, the worth of the
fisheries of the bank over the next twenty years is estimated at $3.34 billion. For
tables showing estimates of United States and Canadian catches harvested in the dis-
puted sector or boundary region, see UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF STATE, UNITED
STATES-CANADA EAST COAST FISHERY RESOURCES AGREEMENT DATA SUMMARY, Table II,
at 1-7 (1979).

5. Canada in the Gulf of Maine Case presented statistics from the International
Commission for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries indicating the total Canadian and
U.S. catches in metric tons for the period 1969-1978 in each of six sectors of Georges
Bank and surrounding areas. Memorial of Canada (Can. v. U.S.), 1982 I.C.J. Plead-
ings 63-71 (Memorial dated Sept. 27, 1982) [hereinafter cited as Canadian Memorial].
The two sectors in the disputed area yielded 93% of the scallop catch for the entire
Georges Bank, 79% of the Bank's pollock, and 71% of its cod. Annexes to Memorial
of Canada (Can. v. U.S.), 1982 I.C.J. Pleadings 51-71 (Annexes dated Sept. 27, 1982).

6. W. AHERN, OIL AND THE OUTER COASTAL SHELF: THE GEORGES BANK CASE 9
(1973).

7. Estimates used by the United States Department of the Interior for lease sale
#42, which does not include the disputed sector, are 123 million barrels of oil and 870
billion cubic feet of natural gas, with a 1979 value of about $558 million. U.S. DEP'T
OF THE INTERIOR, FINAL SUPPLEMENT, supra note 4, at 517-19.
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miles (90,000 square kilometers). Shaped roughly like an "elongated
rectangle," s the gulf is flanked on the north, northeast, and west by
mainland, mostly that of the United States. About seventy percent
of the perimeter of the gulf faces the land and only about thirty
percent faces the open North Atlantic Ocean.' Georges Bank, "the
main focus of the dispute," 10 lies seaward of the gulf, outside its
closing lines, but well within the delimitation area.' The continental
shelf that lies off the eastern coast of the United States and Canada
extends from the Gulf of Mexico to the tip of Labrador and is of
similar geological structure throughout its great length, 2 and the ge-
omorphology of the entire shelf is characterized by "unity and uni-
formity."' s Likewise, the great mass of water belonging to the delim-
itation area possesses the same character of unity and uniformity."

The precise location of the northeastern maritime boundary be-
tween the United States and Canada has been an unsettled question
for most of the period since the United States became an indepen-
dent nation. Controversy developed almost immediately following
American independence, and it was not until 1925 that agreement
was finally reached delimiting the territorial waters of the two na-
tions.15 Later developments in the international law of the sea al-

8. Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 268.
9. To sum up, the Gulf of Maine takes the form of a large, roughly rectangu-

lar indentation, bordered on three sides by land-except where the contigu-
ous bays of Cape Cod/Massachusetts lie along the western side, and the
Bay of Fundy opens out at the inner end of the eastern side-and on the
fourth side open to the Atlantic Ocean.

Id. at 270.
10. Id. at 272.
11. For a description of the physical geography of the delimitation area, see id. at

267-70.
12. Mills, Eastern Canada's Offshore Resources and Boundaries: A Study in Po-

litical Geography, 6 J. CAN. STuniEs 36, 40 (1971). See Gulf of Maine Case, supra
note 1, at 273 ("[T]he geological structure of the strata underlying the whole of the
continental shelf of North America, including the Gulf of Maine area, is essentially
continuous.").

13. Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 273. "According to generally accepted
scientific findings, this shelf is a single continuous, uniform and uninterrupted phys-
iographical structure .... ." Id. at 274.

14. Id. at 277.
15. The Treaty of Paris of 1783 fixed the northeastern boundary of the United

States in the center of the mouth of the St. Croix River, leaving undelimited some
twenty miles of Passamaquoddy Bay that lay between the St. Croix and the open
ocean. Definitive Treaty of Peace between Great Britain and the United States, Sep-
tember 3, 1783, United States-Great Britain, 8 Stat. 80, T.S. No. 104. Included in this
stretch of waters were numerous islands, some of them large and inhabited. Contro-
versy came first over which river the Paris negotiators meant by "St. Croix." This
dispute was settled in 1798, when the St. Croix Commission, which had been created
by Article V of the Jay Treaty of 1794, Treaty of Amity, Commerce and Navigation,
Nov. 19, 1794, United States-Great Britain, 8 Stat. 116, T.S. No. 105, finally located
and proclaimed the Schoodic River as the "true" St. Croix River. See Tallman &
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lowing coastal states to assert jurisdiction over more extensive ocean
areas, however, revived the old controversy. In 1945 the United
States, in response to technological developments which made com-
mercial exploitation of offshore oil deposits feasible, claimed exclu-
sive jurisdiction to explore and exploit the resources of the continen-
tal shelf adjacent to its coasts.16 Canada began granting exploration
permits in offshore areas at a-later date." In 1976 both the United
States and Canada, reacting to the serious overfishing of certain fish

Tailman, The Diplomatic Search for the St. Croix River, 1796-1798, 1 ACADIENSIS 59
(1972). See generally J. MOORE, INTERNATIONAL ARDiTRATioNS 1-4 (1898).

After unsuccessful attempts to negotiate a solution to the controversy over owner-
ship of the islands located in Passamaquoddy Bay in 1803 and 1807, this matter was
finally settled in 1817, as a result of the work of another commission. Tallman &
Tallman, supra, at 60-63. But no step was taken to delimit the precise location of the
water boundary in the Bay until 1892, when the United States and Britain created
still another commission, which was charged with determining a method of accurately
marking the boundary in the waters of Passamaquoddy Bay. Convention to Survey
North American Boundaries, July 22, 1892, United States-United Kingdom, art. II, 27
Stat. 955, 956, T.S. No. 142. Although the commissioners were unable to agree on a
boundary line for the entire bay, they did succeed in proposing a line for the larger
part of the area. Their success on this score served as the basis for the 1908 treaty
which, for the first time, clearly delimited part of the boundary waters of Passama-
quoddy Bay. Convention Concerning the Canadian International Boundary, April 11,
1908, United States-United Kingdom, 35 Stat. 2003, T.S. No. 497. A second treaty, in
1910, carried the boundary throughout the remainder of Passamaquoddy Bay and out
to the middle of Grand Manan Channel. Treaty Concerning the Boundary Line in
Passamaquoddy Bay, May 21, 1910, United States-United Kingdom, 36 Stat. 2477,
T.S. No. 551. A third treaty, concluded in 1925, extended the boundary on through
Grand Manan Channel for a distance of 2,383 meters (1.29 nautical miles). Treaty
Regarding the Boundary Between the United States and Canada, Feb. 24, 1925,
United States-United Kingdom, 44 Stat. 2102, T.S. No. 720.

These three treaties brought the boundary line from the mouth of the St. Croix
River to a point in the middle of Grand Manan Channel, passing between Deer Island
and Campobello Island on the Canadian side and the coast of the State of Maine on
the United States side. The treaty boundary ends at the point in Grand Manan
Channel where the distance between Canada's Grand Manan Island and the coast of
Maine is six nautical miles. This termination point is based on the theory that from
the point where Grand Manan Channel is wider than six nautical miles the three-mile
territorial seas of the United States and Canada are separated by waters that are
legally characterized as "high seas." Id. art. III.

16. Pres. Proc. No. 2667, Policy of the United States with Respect to the Natural
Resources of the Subsoil and Sea Bed of the Continental Shelf, 3 C.F.R. 39 (1945
Supp.), reprinted in 59 Stat. 884 (1945) [hereinafter cited as Truman Proclamation].

17. According to the United States in the Gulf of Maine Case, the Truman Proc-
lamation gave the United States jurisdiction and control over the entire Gulf of
Maine Basin and Georges Bank, and this was not questioned by Canada until 1964,
when Canada granted mineral exploration permits in the area. Memorial of the
United States (Can. v. U.S.), 1982 I.C.J. Pleadings 81-82 (Memorial dated Sept. 27,
1982) [hereinafter cited as United States Memorial]. For a discussion of the back-
ground and development of the Canadian and U.S. claims, and the diplomatic ex-
changes that followed the authorization of offshore oil and gas operations on the con-
tinental shelf, see id. at 81-86; Canadian Memorial, supra note 5, at 92-99.
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stocks in waters adjacent to their coasts by highly mechanized dis-
tant-water fishing fleets of foreign nations, enacted legislation estab-
lishing 200-mile exclusive fisheries zones.1 8 The jurisdictional claims
of the United States and Canada pursuant to these seaward exten-
sions of state sovereignty to continental shelf areas and to exclusive
fisheries zones in the northeastern maritime frontier area signifi-
cantly overlapped. This caused considerable uncertainty and con-
stant friction, particularly in the resource-rich Georges Bank area,
and the delimitation of the maritime boundary extending seaward
from the limit of territorial waters to the outer limit of continental
shelf and fisheries zone claims became a pressing problem. Negotia-
tions were begun in earnest in 1977, and on March 29, 1979, the
United States and Canada signed the Treaty to Submit to Binding
Dispute Settlement the Delimitation of the Maritime Boundary in
the Gulf of Maine Area.1 9 Accompanying the Treaty was a Special
Agreement between the parties submitting the boundary question to
a Chamber of the International Court of Justice.2 0

The Special Agreement called upon the Chamber to decide, "in
accordance with the principles and rules of international law appli-

18. Fishery Conservation and Management Act of 1976, Pub. L No. 94-265, 90
Stat. 331 (codified at 16 U.S.C. §§ 1801-1882 (1982)); Territorial Sea and Fishing
Zones Act, Fishing Zones of Canada (Zones 4 and 5) Order, P.C. 1977-1 (Jan. 1, 1977),
published in Can. Gaz., Part I, Vol. 111, Extra, Jan. 1, 1977.

19. Treaty to Submit to Binding Dispute Settlement the Delimitation of the Mar-
itime Boundary in the Gulf of Maine Area, Mar. 29, 1979, United States.Canada,
T.I.A.S. No. 10204 [hereinafter cited as Maritime Boundary Settlement Treaty]. The
Maritime Boundary Settlement Treaty was specifically linked to the Agreement on
East Coast Fishery Resources, Mar. 29, 1979, United States-Canada, S. Ex Doc.
No. V, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. (1979) [hereinafter cited as Fishery Agreement), which
was signed on the same day. Both the treaty and the agreement were to enter into
force upon exchange of ratifications and neither could enter into force without the
other. This linkage placed the Maritime Boundary Settlement Treaty in jeopardy.
Significant elements of the New England fishing industry--and, in consequence, of
the New England congressional delegations--strongly opposed the Fishery Agree-
ment. That agreement, which was designed to be permanent, would give fishermen
from both states access to each other's waters, set quotas for all species of comner-
cially important fish, and provide for joint United States-Canadian management of
many fish stocks. Objections to the agreement centered around its permanent nature,
specified quotas, and provisions allowing Canadian participation in management of
certain fish stocks that are found primarily in waters of the United States. Finally,
President Reagan withdrew the Fishery Agreement and Canada agreed to let the
Maritime Boundary Settlement Treaty enter into force without the Fishery Agree-
ment. The Maritime Boundary Settlement Treaty entered into force on November
20, 1981. See Collins & Rogoff, The International Law of Maritime Boundary Delim-
itation, 34 MAwlx L Rav. 1, 5 n.17 (1982).

20. Special Agreement Between the Government of the United States of America
and the Government of Canada to Submit to a Chamber of the International Court of
Justice the Delimitation of the Maritime Boundary in the Gulf of Maine Area, Annex
I to Maritime Boundary Settlement Treaty, supra note 19 [hereinafter cited as Spe-
cial Agreement].
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cable in the matter as between the parties . . . the course of the
single maritime boundary that divides the continental shelf and
fisheries zones of the United States and Canada '" 21 from a certain
point near the coast (called point A)22 to a point to be determined
by the Chamber located in a triangular area seaward of Georges
Bank.23 The Chamber was requested to describe the course of the
maritime boundary in terms of geodetic lines connecting geographic
coordinates of points and to depict the course of the boundary on
hydrographic charts.2

4

The boundary described by the Chamber gives the United States
approximately two-thirds of the Gulf of Maine and roughly three-
quarters of Georges Bank.25 Canada received the rest, including the
rich scallop and fishing areas on Georges Bank known as the North-
east Peak and the Northern Edge.28 Since many of the commercially
important species of fish range over all of Georges Bank and are
thus divided by the boundary, it will be necessary for the United
States and Canada to cooperate in their management.27

The Chamber's decision has been roundly criticized, first by Judge
Gros in his dissenting opinion, and later by scholarly commentators.

21. Id. art. II, para. 2.
22. According to the information provided by the Parties themselves, the

starting-point in question (440 11'12" north, 670 16'46" west), called point
A, is simply the first point of intersection of the two lines representing the
limits of the fishing zones respectively claimed by Canada and the United
States when, at the end of 1976, and with effect from the beginning of 1977,
they decided upon the extension of their fisheries jurisdiction up to 200
nautical miles. The reason for choosing this point of intersection-rather
than the international boundary terminus fixed under the Treaty Between
the Two States dated 24 February 1925, and situated in the Grand Manan
Channel, which might have seemed more logical-is that to seaward of this
last-mentioned point are Machias Seal Island and North Rock, the sover-
eignty over which is in dispute, and that the Parties wish to reserve for
themselves the possibility of a direct solution of this dispute. It would seem
that the choice of point A was influenced by no other consideration apart
from that indicated above.

Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 265-66.
23. As to the triangle enclosing the area within which the delimitation line to

be drawn by the Chamber is to terminate, according to the Parties it was
established to avoid the possibility of the Chamber's decision in this case
prejudging such questions as that of the determination of the outer edges of
the continental margin, questions to be dealt with by negotiations in the
first instance.

Id. at 266.
24. Special Agreement, supra note 20, art. II, para. 2.
25. World Court Settles Dispute on U.S.-Canada Boundary, N.Y. Times, Oct. 13,

1984, at 3, col. 5.
26. Id.
27. Shibles, Implications of an International Legal Standard for Transboundary

Fishery Management of Gulf of Maine-Georges Bank Fishery Resources, TERmTO-
RIAL SEA, Sept. 1985, at 1, 1-2.
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Judge Gros was primarily concerned by what he regarded as the ex-
treme subjectivity of the majority's approach. The opinion of the
Chamber, in his view, was simply "equal division" which, as defined
by the majority, amounted to nothing more than judicial discretion.
He argued that

[e]quity discovered by an exercise of discretion is not a form of
application of law.

... [W]hat is today called equitable ... is no longer a decision
based on law but an appraisal of the expediency of a result, which
is the very definition of the arbitrary, if no element of control is
conceivable. 8

Other critics of the decision have expressed concern about the
Chamber's focus on geographical factors, and its corresponding de-
valuation of resource allocation and management considerations.
One representative view holds that "the case was not about geogra-
phy but rather was centrally concerned with the allocation of rights
to the use of ocean resources .... The decision does not reflect the
importance of this aspect of the dispute."2"

This Article disagrees with these criticisms. In the Authors' view
the decision is consistent with the international law of maritime
boundary delimitation developed over the past two decades. The de-
cision is not a compromise nor did the Chamber merely play the role
of an "amicable conciliator," as suggested by Judge Gros.30 The Au-
thors agree with Judge Schwebel's view that the judgment is not a
"splitting the difference" decision, but a decision that is grounded in
law and equity 1 Furthermore, the legal standards applied by the
Chamber, while leaving a certain latitude for the exercise of judg-
ment, are as objective as possible under the circumstances. And fi-
nally, the Chamber's focus on geographical factors was correct, as
the Authors explain fully in Part I of this Article.32

The Gulf of Maine decision was the third judgment of the Inter-
national Court of Justice on maritime boundary delimitation. The
first two judgments concerned continental shelf jurisdiction only,s

28. Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 382-83 (Dissenting Opinion of Judge
Gros). See also Clain, Gulf of Maine-A Disappointing First in the Delimitation of a
Single Maritime Boundary, 25 VA. J. IN"L L 521 (1985).

29. McDorman, Saunders & VanderZwaag, The Gulf of Maine Boundary: Drop-
ping Anchor or Setting A Course?, 9 M NuiE POLICY 90, 101 (1985). The Chamber
clearly recognized that resources, particularly the fishery resources of the delimitation
area, were at the heart of the dispute. Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 275.

30. Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 389 (Dissenting Opinion of Judge Gros).
31. Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 353 (Separate Opinion of Judge

Schwebel).
32. For a concurring view concerning the Chamber's focus on geographical factors,

see Legault & Hankey, From Sea to Seabed: The Single Maritime Boundary in the
Gulf of Maine Case, 79 Am J. INT'L L 961 (1985).

33. Continental Shelf (Tunisia v. Libya), 1982 LC.J. 18 (Judgment of Feb. 24)
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as did the sole arbitration on the subject.34 As the first decision of
the court on the delimitation of a single maritime boundary for both
the continental shelf and superjacent water column, the decision will
have major significance for the future. This is especially so because
the law of maritime boundary delimitation is developing primarily
through "international case law."3 5 It has been said, however, that
the decision will have little precedential value, indeed that it is des-
tined to become nothing more than "a footnote in the history of
maritime delimitation. '36 The Authors disagree with this assess-
ment. Rather than posing a unique problem, one unlikely to be rep-
licated, the Special Agreement between the parties asked the Cham-
ber to describe a "single maritime boundary that divides the
continental shelf and fisheries zones of the United States of America
and Canada. . .,, and in so doing to allocate "jurisdiction for any
purpose over the waters or seabed and subsoil."38 Both the United
States and Canada indicated that in their opinion the boundary that
the Chamber was called upon to delimit would be equivalent to an
exclusive economic zone boundary.39 Furthermore, the Chamber
thought that the criteria it had adopted were applicable to future
single maritime boundary delimitations generally.40 The Authors
agree with the Chamber's assessment.

[hereinafter cited as Tunisia-Libya Case]; North Sea Continental Shelf (W. Ger. v.
Den.; W. Ger. v. Neth.), 1969 I.C.J. 1 (Judgment of Feb. 20) [hereinafter cited as
North Sea Cases]. Since the Gulf of Maine decision, the court has decided another
case involving continental shelf delimitation. Continental Shelf (Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya v. Malta) 1985 I.C.J. 13 (Judgment of June 3, 1985), reprinted in 24 INT'L
LEGAL MATERIALS 1189 (1985) [hereinafter cited as Libya-Malta Case].

34. Delimitation of the Continental Shelf (Gr. Brit. and N. Ir. v. Fr.), Cmnd. No.
7438 (1977), reprinted in 18 INT'L LEGAL MATERIALS 397 (1979) [hereinafter cited as
Anglo-French Arbitration]. Since the Gulf of Maine decision there has been an inter-
national arbitration involving a single maritime boundary. Tribunal Arbitral pour la
Delimitation de la Frontiere Maritime (Guin~e/Guine-Bissau), Award of Feb. 14,
1985.

35. Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 294.
36. Clain, supra note 28, at 602.
37. Special Agreement, supra note 20, art. II.
38. Id. art. III (emphasis added).
39. Canadian Memorial, supra note 5, at 17; Counter-Memorial of Canada (Can.

v. U.S.), 1983 I.C.J. Pleadings 14-15, 193-94 (Counter-Memorial dated June 28, 1983)
[hereinafter cited as Canadian Counter-Memorial]; Robinson, Colson & Rashkow,
supra note 1, at 584. See generally W. EXTAVoUR. THE ExCLUSivE ECONOMIC ZONE
(1979).

40. [Ilt can be foreseen that with the gradual adoption by the majority of
maritime States of an exclusive economic zone and, consequently, an in-
creasingly general demand for single delimitation, so as to avoid as far as
possible the disadvantages inherent in a plurality of separate delimitations,
preference will henceforth inevitably be given to criteria that, because of
their more neutral character, are best suited for use in a multi.purpose
delimitation.

Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 327.
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The following sections of this Article analyze the judgment of the
Chamber in the Gulf of Maine Case and argue that the Chamber
properly adopted a legal approach that focuses on geographical
factors.

IL THE JUDGMENT IN THE GuLF OF MAINE CASE

A. The Legal Framework for Single Maritime Boundary
Delimitation: The Primacy of Geography

By the time the Gulf of Maine Case was argued, it was generally
agreed that all maritime boundaries must be delimited in accor-
dance with equitable principles in order to achieve an equitable re-
suit, and that all relevant circumstances must be taken into account
in the process. Decisional law'1 and the common conclusion of Can-
ada and the United States42 confirmed this agreement on the guid-
ing rule for all maritime boundary delimitatioh. The Chamber went
beyond mere further confirmation; it reformulated the "fundamen-
tal norm" in an attempt to provide a more precise and useful guid-
ing rule, and it elaborated an integrated framework for the delimita-
tion of a single maritime boundary to divide state jurisdiction over
both the continental shelf and its superjacent water column.

1. The Fundamental Norm. The fundamental norm was said by
the Chamber to require that all maritime boundary delimitations,
whether effected by negotiation or by third-party decision, must be
accomplished "by the application of equitable criteria and by the
use of practical methods capable of ensuring, with regard to the geo-
graphic configuration of the area and other relevant circumstances,
an equitable result.' 3 This reformulation served as the essential ba-

41. North Sea Cases, supra note 33, at 46-47; Anglo.French Arbitration, supra
note 34, at 185, 18 INT'L LEGAL MATERIALS at 488; Tunisia-Libya Case, supra note 32,
at 47. In a decision rendered after the Gulf of Maine Case, the International Court of
Justice stated that "the delimitation of a continental shelf boundary must be effected
by the application of equitable principles in all the relevant circumstances in order to
achieve an equitable result." Libya-Malta Case, supra note 33, at 38.

42. According to Canada, the course of the boundary must be "determined ac-
cording to the applicable law, in conformity with equitable principles, having regard
to all relevant circumstances, in order to achieve an equitable result." Gulf of Maine
Case, supra note 1, at 295. According to the United States, "the delimitation of a
single maritime boundary requires the application of equitable principles, taking ac-
count of all circumstances prevailing in the area concerned, in order to achieve an
equitable solution." Id.

43. Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 300. The Chamber stated:
What general international law prescribes in every maritime delimitation

between neighboring States could therefore be defined as follows:
(1) No maritime delimitation between States with opposite or adjacent

coasts may be effected unilaterally by one of those States. Such delimita-
tion must be sought and effected by means of an agreement, following nego-
tiations conducted in good faith and with the genuine intention of achieving
a positive result. Where, however, such agreement cannot be achieved, de-
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sis of the Chamber's decision and reasoning in the Gulf of Maine
Case. The wording is significant in two particular respects: it substi-
tutes for "equitable principles" the wording "equitable criteria" and
"practical methods," and it places special emphasis on the geo-
graphical configuration of the delimitation area as a circumstance
relevant to the choice of criteria and methods to be used. By omit-
ting the word "principles," which suggests legal rules that are re-
quired to be used, the Chamber was better able to draw a sharp
distinction between the obligatory fundamental norm itself and the
various criteria and methods that are available for use in a particu-
lar situation to achieve the equitable solution that the norm re-
quires. And by stressing the importance of the geographical config-
uration of the delimitation area, the Chamber sought to lessen the
significance of nongeographical factors in determining the choice of
criteria and methods to be used to accomplish the requisite equita-
ble result.

The function of the fundamental norm is to provide a general
guideline for achieving an essential objective. In the opinion of the
Chamber, this is all that can be expected of customary international
law in such a relatively new field of interstate relations; it cannot
also be expected to provide precise rules for solving any maritime
boundary dispute that might arise.44 The sparsity of state practice
in this field was seen to preclude even the possibility of there having
arisen in customary law such a detailed set of rules.4" Customary law
was said not to specify the particular criteria or the particular meth-
ods that must be used in the delimitation process. No criterion or
method has intrinsic merit in the abstract; appropriate choices are
to be made only after careful analysis of the relevant, especially geo-
graphical, circumstances of each specific case."

limitation should be effected by recourse to a third party possessing the
necessary competence.

(2) In either case, delimitation is to be effected by the application of eq-
uitable criteria and by the use of practical methods capable of ensuring,
with regard to the geographical configuration of the area and other relevant
circumstances, an equitable result.

Id. at 299-300.
44. Id. at 299.
45. In support of this assertion, the Chamber defined customary law narrowly,

seeing it as comprising, in addition to a few well-established norms intended to en-
sure coexistence and vital cooperation within the international community, a set of
rules "whose presence in the opinio juris of States can be tested by induction based
on the analysis of a sufficiently extensive and convincing practice, and not by deduc-
tion from preconceived ideas." Id.

46. Id. at 313, 315. The Convention on the Continental Shelf, the only general
treaty in force that relates to the delimitation of maritime boundaries that extend far
out to sea, was said by the Chamber to express in practice the distinction in custom-
ary law between the fundamental norm that is applicable "for all States in relation to
all kinds of maritime delimitation" and the criteria and methods that may be used in
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2. Equitable Criteria and Practical Methods. The criteria avail-
able for use by negotiators and third-party decision makers engaged
in delimiting a single maritime boundary are limited by the special
nature of the task. Such a delimitation, which must produce a single
line for both the continental shelf and its superjacent water column,
can only be effected, the Chamber decided, "by the application of a
criterion, or combination of criteria, which does not give preferential
treatment to one of these two objects to the detriment of the other,

particular circumstances to effect an equitable delimitation. Id. at 291-93. Article 6,
paragraphs 1 and 2, of that Convention provide:

1. Where the same continental shelf is adjacent to the territories of two
or more States whose coasts are opposite each other, the boundary of the
continental shelf appertaining to such States shall be determined by agree-
ment between them. In the absence of agreement, and unless another
boundary line is justified by special circumstances, the boundary is the me-
dian line, every point of which is equidistant from the nearest points of the
baselines from which the breadth of the territorial sea of each State is
measured.

2. Where the same continental shelf is adjacent to the territories of two
adjacent States, the boundary of the continental shelf shall be determined
by agreement between them. In the absence of agreement and unless an-
other boundary line is justified by special circumstances, the boundary shall
be determined by application of the principle of equidistance from the
nearest points of the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial sea
of each State is measured.

Convention on the Continental Shelf, done Apr. 29, 1958, 15 U.S.T. 471, T.LA.S. No.
5578, 499 U.N.T.S. 311 (in force June 10, 1964).

The first sentence of each of these paragraphs was seen by the Chamber to assert
the legal principle that continental shelf delimitation must be based on agreement, or
consent, following negotiations undertaken in good faith and with a view to reaching
agreement. Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 292. And underlying this principle,
said the Chamber, is an "implicit rule" that "any agreement or other equivalent solu-
tion should involve the application of equitable criteria ... which ... are not in
themselves principles and rules of international law." Id. The second sentence of each
of the paragraphs was seen not to enunciate a legal principle or rule but, instead,
merely to contemplate the use of specified criteria and methods when their applica-
tion does not lead to an inequitable result. Id. at 291-92. The emphasis placed on the
achievement of an equitable solution, or result, as distinguished from the specifica-
tion of particular criteria and methods, was seen to be reflected in the wording of the
relevant articles of the as-yet-unratified 1982 Convention on the Law of the Sea,
which is "limited to expressing the need for settlement of the problem by agreement
and recalling the obligation to achieve an equitable solution." Id. at 294. Article 74,
paragraph 1, and Article 83, paragraph 1, of the 1982 Convention on the Law of the
Sea contain identical wording:

The delimitation of [the exclusive economic zone][the continental shelf]
between States with opposite or adjacent coasts shall be effected by agree-
ment on the basis of international law, as referred to in Article 38 of the
Statute of the International Court of Justice, in order to achieve an equita-
ble solution.

United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, opened for signature Dec. 10,
1982, U.N. Doc. A/CONF.62/122, reprinted in 21 INT'L LEGAL MAEmtAzs 1261 (1982)
[hereinafter cited as U.N. Convention on the Law of the Sea].
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and at the same time is such as to be equally suitable to the division
of either of them. '

1
7 It is largely for this reason that criteria based

on geomorphology or considerations relating to fish stocks, for exam-
ple, were seen to be inappropriate, the former having relevance only
to the continental shelf and the latter only to the water column.48

Criteria of a "neutral character' 9 are required to be used, and these
must inevitably be derived from geography, especially the geography
of coasts situated within the delimitation area. 0 It follows, there-
fore, said the Chamber, that its

basic choice should favour a criterion long held to be as equitable
as it is simple, namely that in principle, while having regard to the
special circumstances of the case, one should aim at an equal divi-
sion of areas where the maritime projections of the coasts of the
States between which delimitation is to be effected converge and
overlap. 51

The Chamber added, however, that, because of the great diversity
of geographical situations present along the coasts of the world, the
basic criterion of equal division of areas of overlap will often have to
be adjusted in order to achieve a truly equitable result. The basic
criterion is a starting point that must frequently be applied in com-
bination with appropriate auxiliary criteria "in so far as it is appar-
ent that this combination is necessitated by the relevant circum-
stances of the area concerned, and provided [that the auxiliary
criteria] are used only to the extent actually dictated by this neces-
sity. ' 2 The Gulf of Maine area was seen to represent a geographical
situation where the use of auxiliary criteria was indispensable to the
accomplishment of an equitable single maritime boundary delimita-
tion. The Chamber noted, especially, the need to make use of the
auxiliary criterion of proportionality, under which "a fair measure of
weight should be given to a by no means negligible difference within
the delimitation area between the lengths of the respective coast-
lines of the countries concerned."' 3 It noted, in addition, other auxil-
iary criteria that could be used to correct the inequitable effects of
an exclusive application of the basic criterion of equal division,

47. Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 327.
48. The Chamber explained:

[W]hatever may have been held applicable in previous cases, it is necessary,
in a case like the present one, to rule out the application of any criterion
found to be typically and exclusively bound up with the particular charac-
teristics of one alone of the two natural realities that have to be delimited
in conjunction.

Id. at 326.
49. Id. at 327.
50. Id.
51. Id.
52. Id. at 328.
53. Id.
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namely the criterion that prevents the cutting off of a coastline from
its appropriate seaward projection and the criterion that allows giv-
ing partial effect to islands situated off a coast." The auxiliary crite-
ria, like the basic criterion, are grounded in the geography of coasts
situated within the delimitation area. The Chamber was of the opin-
ion that use of the appropriate mix of these criteria would enable it
to achieve an equitable delimitation based on the geographical reali-
ties of the Gulf of Maine area.

The Chamber felt that the nature of the equitable criteria that
must be used to delimit a single maritime boundary predetermines
the nature of the practical methods that must be used to implement
them. As the Chamber put it: "Methods must be chosen which are
instruments suitable for giving effect to those criteria and not other
criteria of a fundamentally different kind."' 5 In particular, the
methods must also be based on geography, especially the configura-
tion of relevant coastlines, that is to say, coastlines situated within
the delimitation area. The methods, like the criteria, must be of a
neutral character, as suitable for delimiting continental shelf bound-
aries as for delimiting exclusive fishery zone boundaries. Only geo-
metrical methods meet these requirements."

The Chamber did not indicate a "basic method" that is to be used
in single maritime boundary delimitation. It focused its attention on
the equidistance method, but the thrust of its remarks was not that
that pure geometrical method must be used, or even tried first, but,
on the contrary, that its use is often inappropriate for delimiting a
single maritime boundary. The Chamber acknowledged the "perfec-
tion which is apparent a priori, from the viewpoint of equally divid-
ing a disputed area, in a line drawn in strict compliance with the
canons of geometry," but it cautioned against being "too easily
swayed" by that perfection.57 The Chamber identified two possible
flaws in the use of the equidistance method to delimit a single mari-
time boundary. First, it expressed doubts as to whether a line con-
structed from such relatively insignificant features as small islands,
uninhabited rocks, and low-tide elevations, or even from connecting
lines between them, could, in very many situations, truly give effect
to the criterion of equal division of areas of overlap.0 Second, the
Chamber questioned whether a line that, because of the refined
techniques used to construct it, must often follow a complicated or
even a "zigzag" path would be appropriate for dividing sea zones,
especially exclusive fishery zones."9 Only a boundary that follows a

54. Id.
55. Id. at 329.
56. Id.
57. Id.
58. Id.
59. Id. at 330.
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clear and constant course can serve the particular needs of those
who harvest the living resources of the sea.

The Chamber's remarks should not be interpreted to mean that
use of the equidistance method is always inappropriate in single
maritime boundary delimitation. That pure geometrical method can,
and should, be used, if the geographical circumstances are right, to
delimit either the entire boundary or a part of it. The Chamber's
observations were apparently intended to show that no geometrical
method possesses a status of inherent superiority; any such method
can be shown to be flawed in certain circumstances. The choice of
method must be based not on convenience of application or on the
number of instances of past use but on the particular geographical
circumstances of each specific case. And where those circumstances
require it, different methods must be used to delimit different parts
of the line. The essential requisite remains, however: "only geomet-
rical methods will serve."60

3. Testing the Result for Equitableness. Under the legal frame-
work used by the Chamber, single maritime boundary delimitation
must be accomplished through the use of equitable criteria and
practical methods that are determined in relation to the geographi-
cal realities of an area. It cannot be assumed, however, that such a
delimitation will always produce the intrinsically equitable result
that the fundamental norm requires. The final stage of the decision
process is that of testing the result for equitableness. It is at this
stage, and not before, that considerations other than those derived
from geography might become relevant.6 1 In the opinion of the
Chamber, a line drawn by it on the basis of such considerations as
oil exploration activities, historic fishing patterns, and economic de-
pendence on certain fish stocks would constitute a violation of its
Statute, which requires, in the absence of agreement by the parties
to the contrary, a judgment based on law and not a decision ren-
dered ex aequo et bono.62 Only after a geographically based line has
been drawn, or at least envisaged, may other considerations "be
taken into account in order to be sure of reaching an equitable
result."6 3

The only nongeographical consideration found by the Chamber to
be relevant to testing the result was that of present economic depen-
dency, and even this consideration was narrowly circumscribed. The
Chamber regarded as a "legitimate scruple" concern over whether
the overall result of the delimitation "should unexpectedly be re-
vealed as radically inequitable, that is to say, as likely to entail cata-

60. Id. at 329.
61. Id. at 278.
62. Id. See Statute of the International Court of Justice, art. 38, 59 Stat. 1055,

1060 (1945).
63. Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 278.
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strophic repercussions for the livelihood and economic well-being of
the population of the countries concerned."'1 Other nongeographical
considerations, such as those relating to historic use of, and existing
fishing patterns in, the delimitation area, were found to be irrelevant
even as a test of the equitableness of a geographically determined
line. Neither the antiquity nor the respective scale of activities, even
those relating to fishing and oil and gas exploration, can "be taken
into account as a relevant circumstance or... equitable criterion to
be applied in determining the delimitation line."' 0 The Chamber ex-
plained this conclusion by reference to fishing activities on Georges
Bank. Prior to the adoption by Canada and the United States of
exclusive fishery zones, Georges Bank had been an area of high seas
open to exploitation by all states, including those situated at great
distances from the area. Positions of advantage, and even of pre-
dominance, were established through fishing activities on the Bank,
especially by the nearby coastal states. But this situation was radi-
cally changed by the creation of the two exclusive fishery zones. An
area that had been characterized by free competition and some ele-
ments of factual predominance was transformed into two areas of
legal monopoly. Distant-water fishing fleets were evicted without ap-
parent concern for the scale of their activities or for "the repercus-
sions on certain coastal areas and industries of the countries in
question. '68 In the Chamber's view, the purpose of a maritime
boundary delimitation is clearly not that of maintaining, or restor-
ing, positions of advantage when a line based on such considerations
might place in one of the parties' exclusive fishery zone an area that,
in law, appertains to the other party. 7

B. The Legal Framework Applied to the Principal Arguments of
the Parties

Both Canada and the United States based the arguments they ad-
duced in support of the lines they claimed largely on what they
thought to be the content of controlling "equitable principles" of
customary international law. The Chamber, using the framework
provided by the reformulated fundamental norm, rejected these
claims. Both parties were said to have erred by searching interna-
tional law for "a set of rules which are not there." s The premises
and deductions advanced by the parties were seen to have been
based on preconceived ideas rather than on rules of law."0 Each
party was said to have advanced as established rules certain "princi-

64. Id. at 342.
65. Id.
66. Id. at 278.
67. Id. at 341-42.
68. Id. at 298.
69. Id.
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ples" that at best could be considered to be only equitable criteria
or practical methods. 0 And several of their arguments were held to
be totally irrelevant to the actual construction of a single maritime
boundary line, which, in the opinion of the Chamber, must be ac-
complished through use of criteria and methods derived solely from
geographical realities. These arguments, based on such considera-
tions as past activities in the delimitation area, economic depen-
dence on certain fish stocks, and minimization of potential for fu-
ture disputes, were said to be of possible relevance to the
delimitation process only after the course of the boundary had been
envisaged, and then only as a test of the equitableness or otherwise
of the geographically based result.71 And even the arguments that
were based, or were said to be based, on geography were found, in
large part, to be inappropriate to the circumstances of the case at
hand.

1. Equidistance. Canada put forward as the appropriate bound-
ary the "corrected equidistance line" it had adopted on October 14,
1977 (see map 1, page 17). The line was constructed, for the most
part, in such a way that every point was an equal distance from the
nearest points on the baselines that the parties used for drawing
their respective territorial sea boundaries. The "correction" con-
sisted of constructing the line from Cape Cod Canal rather than
from Nantucket Island and the peninsula of Cape Cod,72 geographi-
cal features that Canada considered to constitute an elongated pro-
trusion that could, in light of the pronouncements in the Anglo-
French Arbitration, be ignored in drawing the equidistance line. 3

70. The Chamber explained:
Each Party's reasoning is in fact based on a false premise. The error lies

precisely in searching general international law for, as it were, a set of rules
which are not there. This observation applies particularly to certain "prin-
ciples" advanced by the Parties as constituting well-established rules of
law, e.g., the idea advocated by Canada that a single maritime boundary
should ensure the preservation of existing fishing patterns which are vital
to the coastal communities in the area concerned, or the idea advocated by
the United States that such a boundary should make it possible to ensure
the optimum conservation and management of living resources and at the
same time reduce the potential for future disputes between the Parties. One
could add to these the ideas of "non-encroachment" upon the coasts of an-
other State or of "no cutting-off" of the seaward projection of the coasts of
another State, and others which the Parties put forward in turn, which may
in given circumstances constitute equitable criteria, provided, however, that
no attempt is made to raise them to the status of established rules endorsed
by customary international law.

Id. at 298-99.
71. Id. at 278.
72. Id. at 287.
73. Id. at 284. The delimitation method used by the Court of Arbitration in the

Anglo-French Arbitration abated the disproportionate effect of the Scilly Isles' pro-
jection seaward in order to achieve an equitable result. The court held that the
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Map 1

Adapted from map appearing in 84:2093 Dep't of State Bulletin 58
(Dec. 1984).
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The practical consequence of this modification of what Canada
called the "strict equidistance line" was to move the outer part of
the line to the southeast, and thus to leave more of Georges Bank on
the Canadian side.

In support of an equidistance line, whether strict or corrected,
Canada relied heavily on the concept of geographical adjacency,
which was put forth as the basis of coastal state title to, or jurisdic-
tion over, off-shore zones. Canada deduced from this concept a rule
of customary international law requiring that areas of continental
shelf and superjacent water column that lie closer to one state than
to another normally appertain to the former state.7 4 In support of
this proposition, Canada relied on state practice 7 5 the increasing
significance of distance from shore as the basis of title in the exclu-
sive economic zone 7 6 and the relative down-playing in case law of
the concept of natural prolongation as the basis of title to continen-
tal shelf zones. 7 7 The equidistance line, especially as adjusted to dis-
count Cape Cod and Nantucket Island as special features, was seen
by Canada both to respect the basis of coastal state title and to re-
flect the general configuration of the coasts situated within the Gulf
of Maine area.

The Chamber acknowledged that the concept of adjacency, prox-
imity, or distance expresses better than does the concept of natural
prolongation the link between a state's sovereignty and its sovereign
rights over the continental shelf and the superjacent water column,78

but it rejected the Canadian contention that adjacency is a legal
principle from which can be deduced a rule of law requiring that
maritime areas situated closer to one state than to another belong
ipso jure to the former state.79 In the Chamber's view, this line of
argument was just another, "still unconvincing," attempt to elevate
the equidistance method to the status of a rule of customary law.80

greater projection westward of Britain's Cornish peninsula and Scilly Isles than
France's Brittany peninsula and Island of Ushant "has much the same tendency to
distortion of the equidistance line, as the projection of an exceptionally long promon-
tory, which is generally recognized to be one of the potential forms of 'special circum-
stance.'" Anglo-French Arbitration, supra note 34, at 114, 18 Ibr'L LEGAL MATERIALS
at 454.

74. Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 296-97.
75. Canada stated in its Memorial that "out of the 94 known maritime boundaries

settled by agreement, 66 of them-almost 71 percent of the total-utilize the equidis-
tance principle or a modification thereof for all or part of the boundary." Canadian
Memorial, supra note 5, at 151. For a convenient summary of the written submissions
of the parties, see generally McRae, The Gulf of Maine Case: The Written Proceed-
ings, 21 CAN. Y.B. INT'L L. 266 (1983).

76. See, e.g., the Tunisia-Libya Case, supra note 33, at 48-49.
77. See infra note 91.
78. Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 296.
79. Id. at 296-97.
80. Id. at 297.
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Moreover, the Chamber concluded that the two Canadian lines,
the "strict equidistance line" proposed in 1976 and the "corrected
equidistance line" proposed in 1977, produced inequitable results.81

Both lines were based on the same criterion, that of equal division of
areas of overlap, and both were purported to result from use of the
equidistance method.82 The Chamber had no quarrel with the crite-
rion, but it found that the method, as used by Canada, was both
inappropriate to the geographical circumstances of the delimitation
area and incorrectly carried out. In "correcting" the equidistance
line, Canada was seen to take into account only a circumstance that
operated in its favor while completely ignoring circumstances that
worked against it.8 3 The protrusion formed by Cape Cod and Nan-
tucket Island, for example, was discounted in order to displace the
line toward the coast of Massachusetts, while Seal Island, situated
off the coast of Nova Scotia, was not similarly discounted. ' More
significantly, however, the Chamber found that even the use of a
strict equidistance line was not suited to the geographical circum-
stances of the case at hand.

Canada was considered by the Chamber to have ignored certain
significant geographical realities in constructing the strict equidis-
tance line. First, no consideration was given to the fact that the
coast of the United States situated on the perimeter of the Gulf of
Maine is considerably longer than that of Canada in the same area,
even if a significant part of the Bay of Fundy is used in the calcula-
tion. The Chamber considered that this difference in coastline
length constitutes a special circumstance that justifies correction of
an equidistance line, or a line based on any other method.8 5 Second,
Canada ignored the radical change in the relationship of the rele-
vant coasts of the two states and, in constructing the equidistance
line, allowed a partial relationship of adjacency to predominate over
a partial relationship of oppositeness.8 " In the Chamber's view, the

81. See id. at 321-25.
82. Id. at 320-21.
83. Id. at 322.
84. Id. The Chamber noted, in addition, that it could not accept Canada's claim

that "the existence of so substantial a peninsula as Cape Cod may be ignored .. .
Id. at 271.

85. Id. at 322. The Chamber noted that in several instances "the respective
lengths of the coasts of the two parties in the delimitation area have been taken into
consideration as a ground for correcting a line basically derived from the application
of a given method." Id. at 322-23. It gave as examples the negotiated settlement of
the continental shelf boundary between France and Spain in the Bay of Biscay and
the judicial decision that delimited the continental shelf between Tunisia and Libya;
and it asserted that, in comparison with these instances, the difference in the length
of the United States and Canadian coasts within the delimitation area "is particularly
notable." Id. at 323. For a discussion of the Bay of Biscay delimitation, see Collins &
Rogoff, supra note 19, at 48-51.

86. Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 324-25.
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relationship of the coasts of the two states in the innermost part of
the Gulf is one of adjacency; a line drawn from Cape Elizabeth,
Maine, to the international boundary terminus in Grand Manan
Channel is almost at a right angle to a line running along part of the
coast of Nova Scotia to that same boundary terminus. But farther
out in the Gulf, the situation changes to that of a frontal opposition
relationship between the coast of Massachusetts and the remainder
of the coast of Nova Scotia that abuts on the Gulf. Canada ignored
this change in relationship by constructing a diagonal line domi-
nated solely by the adjacency relationship of Maine and Nova
Scotia.

87

2. Geographic Natural Prolongation. The line proposed by the
United States in its Memorial differed significantly from the
"Northeast Channel line" established on adoption of its 200-mile
fishery zone in 1976 (see map 1, page 17). The two lines were alike,
however, in that both left the entirety of Georges Bank on the
United States side. The 1976 line followed the line of deepest water
through the Gulf of Maine basin and then followed the thalweg
through the Northeast Channel.85 The new line, a double-stepped
configuration, was presented as being "[a] perpendicular to the gen-
eral direction of the coast, adjusted to take account of the relevant
circumstances in the area."8 9 It ran in a southeasterly direction from
Point A, the starting point agreed upon by the parties, and was ad-
justed twice to avoid splitting two fishing banks on the Scotian Shelf
known as German Bank and Browns Bank °0 The new line was said
to be more in accord with the significant developments that had oc-
curred since 1976 in the law of maritime boundary delimitation, es-
pecially the greater weight accorded to geographical circumstances
and the lesser weight given to geological and geomorphological
factors.91

87. Id.
88. Id. at 287.
89. United States Memorial, supra note 17, at 179.
90. Id. at 179-89.
91. Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 287-88. Geographical considerations

dominated both the decision and the reasoning in the Anglo-French Arbitration and
in the Tunisia-Libya Case. The Court of Arbitration stated, in the Anglo-French Ar-
bitration, that consideration of shelf depressions that do not interrupt the essential
continuity of the continental shelf "would run counter to the whole tendency of State
practice on the continental shelf in recent years." Anglo-French Arbitration, supra
note 34, at 63, 18 INT'L LEGAL MATERIALS at 428. The International Court of Justice,
in the Tunisia-Libya Case, stated that the area in dispute between the parties "con-
stitutes a single continental shelf as the natural prolongation of the land territory of
both Parties, so that in the present case, no criterion for delimitation of shelf areas
can be derived from the principle of natural prolongation as such." Tunisia-Libya
Case, supra note 33, at 92. Canada and the United States agreed that geological fac-
tors were not significant in the Gulf of Maine Case. Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1,
at 273. As regards geomorphology, the Chamber concluded that the continental shelf
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The United States supported the "adjusted perpendicular line" by
reference to certain alleged equitable principles, especially the prin-
ciple that the boundary must reflect the relationship between the
coasts of the parties and the maritime area situated in front of those
coasts.2 A boundary that leaves to one state a maritime area that
lies in front of another state was said to be inconsistent with the
subsidiary equitable principle of non-encroachment, and to amount
to a cutting off of the coastal projection of the latter state. 3 Appli-
cation of these principles in the geographical setting of the Gulf of
Maine Case required, in the United States view, that "primary" and
"secondary" coasts must be distinguished. Coasts were seen as pri-
mary when they follow, or-are parallel to, the general southwest and
northeast direction of the eastern seaboard of the North American
continent and as secondary when they deviate from that general di-
rection. According to this view of the relevant geographical circum-
stances, the coast of Maine and New Hampshire and the Atlantic
coast of Nova Scotia follow the general direction of the coast and are
therefore primary, while the coast of Nova Scotia that faces onto the
Gulf of Maine departs radically from it and is therefore secondary."
On the basis of this macrogeographical view of the setting, the
United States alleged a principle giving preference to the relation-
ship of primary coasts and the maritime areas that lie off them.
Such areas were said to be reserved to the state from whose coastal
front they extend and not to the state to whose secondary coast they
lie closer. Proximity was therefore made to yield, in the United
States argument, to geographic natural prolongation 5 In the Cham-
ber's view, "the a priori nature of these premises and these deduc-
tions is as patent as that of the thesis elaborated by the other
Party.""

The Chamber found that the method of the perpendicular might,

of the whole of the delimitation area "is no more than an undifferentiated part of the
continental shelf of the eastern seaboard of North America, from Newfoundland to
Florida." Id. at 274.

92. United States Memorial, supra note 17, at 140-42.
93. Id. at 140. Another subsidiary principle, that of proportionality, under which

the extent of the maritime areas appertaining to the neighboring states should ap-
proximate the relative lengths of their relevant coastlines, was said to lend further
support to the adjusted perpendicular line. By excluding the coast of the Canadian
Bay of Fundy (except for a closing line drawn across its mouth) from the calculation
of coastline lengths, and by including within the area to be divided the shelf and
water column situated off part of the Atlantic coast of Nova Scotia, the United States
concluded that the line constructed perpendicular to the general direction of the
coast met the proportionality test. Id. figures 34 and 35; Counter-Memorial of the
United States (Can. v. U.S.), 1983 LC.J. Pleadings 195 (Counter-Memorial dated
June 28, 1983).

94. Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 298.
95. United States Memorial, supra note 17, at 173-74.
96. Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 298.
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in certain circumstances, be suitable to delimit a maritime bound-
ary, but it concluded that the use made of it by the United States
was singularly inappropriate. As the Chamber put it, "it is hard to
imagine a case less conducive to the application of this method of
delimitation than the Gulf of Maine case."9 Instead of a situation
where the land boundary of two neighboring states is located on a
more or less straight coastline, the land boundary in the Gulf of
Maine area is situated in one of the angles of the rectangular-shaped
area required to be delimited. In such a situation, where the real
direction of the relevant coasts differs so markedly from the general
direction of the continental seaboard, the use of that general direc-
tion to construct the perpendicular is clearly inappropriate. The
Chamber concluded that

an argument ignoring even the existence of real coasts, and disre-
garding them on account of their allegedly "secondary" character,
cannot resolve the insurmountable difficulties that result from the
forced application of a criterion and of a method which are not at
all appropriate having regard to the real geographical configuration
of the area. 8

Also, the Chamber saw the adjustments made in the perpendicular
as distorting the geometrical character of the method. In addition to
the adjustment made to begin the line at Point A, modifications
were made to ensure that jurisdiction over two fishing banks would
not be split by the perpendicular but instead would belong to Can-
ada. The purpose of these adjustments was to give effect to the no-
tion that principal fishing banks should be managed by a single
state, and hence to lend support to the proposition that the United
States should have exclusive jurisdiction over all of Georges Bank."
The line proposed by the United States was seen, then, not as an
adjusted perpendicular in its true sense but as a line based on a
compromise between the use of the geometrical method of the per-
pendicular and the use of the ecological method of respect for the
unity of fish stocks. 100

3. Nongeographical Arguments. Both Canada and the United
States adduced in support of their respective lines a wide range of
arguments that had little or nothing to do with the geographical
configuration of the Gulf of Maine area. The United States at-
tempted to show that it and its nationals had pursued on Georges
Bank a greater variety of activities for a longer period of time and
on a greater scale than had Canada and its nationals. 0 1 These activ-
ities, some of which were shown to have commenced even before the

97. Id. at 320.
98. Id.
99. Id. at 319.
100. Id. at 319-20.
101. United States Memorial, supra note 17, at 147.
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United States acquired independence, included, in addition to fish-
ing and the management of fishery resources, acts relating to such
matters as research, rescue, aids to navigation, and defense.102 The
United States believed that the preponderant interest in the area
that it had established should be considered to constitute a major
relevant circumstance for the purpose of effecting an equitable
delimitation.

Canada relied heavily on socioeconomic arguments, particularly
with regard to the alleged dire consequences that would befall Nova
Scotia fishermen and fishery-related industries in the event that
Georges Bank was found by the Chamber to lie in its entirety on the
United States side of the boundary. 0 3 The theory underlying this
argument was that an equitably delimited boundary must respect
the basic purpose of the rights at issue, and that the essential pur-
pose of the continental shelf and exclusive fishing zones was that of
economic resource exploitation.'"' The delimitation should there-
fore, in the Canadian view, give considerable weight to existing fish-
ing patterns and, especially, to current dependencies on fish stocks,
as distinguished from the historical evolution of the fishery and
state activities that are unrelated to resource exploitation.

The essential basis of the Chamber's rejection of these arguments
was that, while they might raise issues that "require an examination
of valid considerations of a political and economic character,"' 03 de-
limitation of the boundary must be carried out in accordance with
international law, that is to say, by the use of criteria "determined
in relation to what may be properly called the geographical features
of the area."' '

The United States argued at great length that the adjusted per-
pendicular line, unlike the equidistance line, would facilitate re-
source management and conservation and would minimize the po-
tential for disputes between the parties. This proposition, couched
in terms of equitable principles to be applied in the case,'1 was sup-
ported by detailed presentations intended to show that three identi-
fiable ecological regimes exist in the marine environment of the de-
limitation area and that two of these, those of Georges Bank and the
Scotian Shelf, are divided by the Northeast Channel' 03 Only a
boundary located at the Northeast Channel, which was said to sepa-
rate most of the commercially important fish stocks of the area and

102. Id. at 63-74.
103. Canadian Memorial, supra note 5, at 73-81.
104. Canadian Counter-Memorial, supra note 39, at 227, 242-46.
105. Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 278.
106. Id.
107. United States Memorial, supra note 39, at 84, 142-44.
108. Id. at 27.
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thus to constitute the "natural boundary,"109 would ensure the opti-
mum management and conservation of the living resources of the
area and also reduce the potential for future disputes between the
parties. Such a boundary would serve these purposes by vesting in a
single state, the United States, responsibility for managing the en-
tire Georges Bank regime.110

The Chamber was not convinced by the argument that the North-
east Channel constitutes a natural boundary for the fish stocks pre-
sent in the delimitation area."' It went further, generalizing that it
was not convinced "of the possibility of discerning any genuine, sure
and stable 'natural boundaries' in so fluctuating an environment as
the waters of the ocean, their flora and fauna. 11 2 The Chamber also
concluded that there was no reasonable justification for assuming
that insurmountable difficulties would result in consequence of the
division of Georges Bank. In light of the long tradition of coopera-
tive and productive relations between Canada and the United
States, matters relating to conservation and management of fishery
resources, exploration and exploitation of oil and gas, navigational
assistance, rescue, and the like could surely be handled by common
endeavors.113 The Chamber felt that there was clearly no necessity
to assign, in contravention of the applicable law, the whole of
Georges Bank to a single state.

Canada presented detailed arguments intended to show that a
rule requiring delimitation by an equidistance line existed in special
international law. The Chamber acknowledged that such a rule
could have been created either by treaty or by conduct of the par-
ties, but it rejected the Canadian contention on both counts. Canada
asserted that Article 6 of the Convention on the Continental Shelf,
which was in force between the parties, was "directly relevant to the
continental shelf as a component of the single maritime boundary,
and it [was] indirectly relevant by way of analogy to the boundary
in its entirety. 11  The Chamber disagreed, holding that while Arti-
cle 6 contemplated use of the equidistance method for delimitation
of the continental shelf, it was inapplicable to the delimitation of a

109. Id. at 36.
110. Id. at 179, 185.
111. Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 277. In addition to questioning the exis-

tence of clearly identifiable ecosystems in the area, the Chamber found that a line
based on such considerations would be "too much geared to one aspect of the present
problem for it to be capable of being considered equitable in relation to the charac-
teristics of the case." Id. at 317. While use of a "natural" criterion might, in certain
circumstances, be appropriate for delimiting the boundary of exclusive fishery zones,
such was clearly not the case for delimiting a single maritime boundary. Id.

112. Id. at 277.
113. Id. at 343-44.
114. Canadian Counter-Memorial, supra note 39, at 228 (emphasis in original).
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boundary that divides the superjacent water column as well."' In
the Chamber's view, a finding that Article 6 was applicable to the
delimitation of a single maritime boundary would run counter to the
basic rules of treaty interpretation and would, moreover, make the
superjacent fishery zone "a mere accessory of that shelf."'10

The Chamber also decided that the conduct of the parties had not
given rise to an obligation that they, and in consequence the Cham-
ber, must use a particular method to effect the delimitation. This
conclusion was reached after careful consideration of Canadian argu-
ments intended to show that United States conduct amounted to
substantive consent to use of the equidistance method. The Cham-
ber first rejected the contention that the United States had acqui-
esced in the use of that method by failing to protest, and by even
acknowledging, the open issuance by Canada between 1964 and 1969
of oil and gas exploration permits for the northeastern portion of
Georges Bank. The Chamber agreed that certain aspects of United
States behavior with regard to these permits had been uncertain,
inconsistent, and imprudent; but it did not agree that this behavior
constituted acquiescence to an equidistance line boundary for the
Georges Bank continental shelf, much less for its superjacent water
column, which was also at issue in the proceedings." 7 In the Cham-
ber's view, neither the correspondence of lesser officials nor a state's
silence over a brief period added up to an acquiescence on which a
valid estoppel can be based."8

The Chamber then rejected the Canadian contention that the con-
duct of the parties had established a modus vivendi line of the sort
recognized by the International Court of Justice in the Tunisia-
Libya Case." 9 Canada had sought to prove, and the United States
to deny, that from 1965 to 1972 the Canadian equidistance line had
served as a de facto delimitation line between the areas on Georges
Bank in which each party issued oil and gas exploration permits. 20

The Chamber found that, even if the Canadian view of the facts was
accepted, the seven-year period was too brief to have produced the
legal effects claimed by that party."'2

115. Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 301-302. The Chamber added that
if a question as to the delimitation of the continental shelf only had arisen
between the two States, there would be no doubt as to the mandatory ap-
plication of the method prescribed in Article 6 of the Convention, always
subject, of course, to the condition that recourse is to be had to another
method or combination of methods where special circumstance3 so require.

Id. at 301.
116. Id.
117. Id. at 307, 310.
118. Id. at 307-308.
119. Tunisia-Libya Case, supra note 33, at 83-85.
120. Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 310.
121. Id. at 310-11.
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C. The Legal Framework Applied to the Delimitation of the
Single Maritime Boundary in the Gulf of Maine Area

The Chamber constructed the single maritime boundary re-
quested of it in three segments. The line was drawn on appropriate
charts, with A representing the starting point, B the meeting point
of the first two segments, C the meeting point of the second and
third segments, and D the termination point 122 (see map 1, page 17).
The first two segments of the line are situated within the Gulf of
Maine proper, that is to say, within an area enclosed by an imagi-
nary line connecting Nantucket Island and Cape Sable. The third
segment extends out across Georges Bank.

The Chamber explained that the line drawn within the Gulf of
Maine required two segments because use of a unidirectional line in
that area would fly in the face of the geographical realities. Such a
line would, in the opinion of the Chamber, disregard "the most char-
acteristic feature of the objective situation," namely the radical
change in the relationship of the relevant coasts of the parties.123 In
the innermost part of the Gulf, the coasts of the parties are adja-
cent, while, farther out into the Gulf, their coasts are opposite each
other. This radical change of relationship, from adjacency to oppo-
siteness, precluded the use of a unidirectional line because such a
line must neglect either the coast of Massachusetts or a significant
part of the coast of Nova Scotia.124

1. The First Segment. The Chamber drew the line for the inner-
most part of the Gulf by using a pure geometrical method, there
being no special circumstances that required a modification. The
method consisted of drawing from the agreed starting point of the
boundary, point A, two lines respectively perpendicular to a straight
line drawn from Cape Elizabeth, Maine, to the international bound-
ary terminus in Grand Manan Channel and a straight line drawn
from that boundary terminus to Cape Sable, Nova Scotia. These
perpendiculars form on the inner side of point A an acute angle of
about 820 and on the outer side a reflex angle of about 2780. The
Chamber adopted the bisector of the reflex angle as the course of
the first segment of the line. 125

The Chamber decided that use of the equidistance method to
draw this first segment of the line was not advisable, or even possi-
ble. The advisability of its use was questioned because, in this case,

122. The termination point is located within the triangle defined in the Special
Agreement at the point where the course of the final segment of the line reaches the
outer limit of the overlap of the respective 200-mile exclusive fishery zones claimed
by the parties. Special Agreement, supra note 20, art. II, para. 1.

123. Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 325.
124. Id. at 331. For the Chamber's description of this change in relationship, see

supra notes 86-87 and accompanying text.
125. Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 333.
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the basepoints for constructing the line would be located on "a
handful of isolated rocks, some very distant from the coast, or on a
few low-tide elevations, 12 6 prototypes of the minor geographical
features that must be discounted in effecting an equal division of
areas of overlap of maritime coastal projections. Even if this prob-
lem could be solved, the Chamber said, the necessity of starting the
line at point A, a point that is not located on any possible equidis-
tance line, precluded the use of that geometrical method.1 7 The
Chamber believed that use of the bisector created by the
perpendiculars, which was "inspired by the same considerations,"
respected the coastline configuration of the parties and equitably di-
vided the area. 128

2. The Second Segment. The second segment of the line, unlike
the first, was seen by the Chamber to be complicated by the pres-
ence of certain special circumstances. In consequence, the course of
this pivotal segment was determined in two stages, the first entailing
the choice and use of a practical method and the second consisting
of making the corrections necessitated by the special circumstances.
Coastline configuration was again determinative in the choice of
method. The relationship of lateral adjacency of coastlines that
characterizes the situation in the vicinity of the international
boundary terminus was said to give way to a relationship of oppo-
siteness at the point, out toward the closing line of the Gulf, where
Massachusetts and Nova Scotia face each other frontally across the
Gulf. "In such a geographical situation," the Chamber said, "the ap-
plication of any method of geometrical origin . . .can in practice
only result in the drawing of a median delimitation line.' 2 0 In this
case, where the coasts of Massachusetts and Nova Scotia are ap-
proximately parallel, the median line must run approximately paral-
lel to those coasts.

The first stage in constructing the second segment of the line was,
then, the provisional adoption of a line located midway between the
opposite and practically parallel coasts of Massachusetts and Nova
Scotia. The second stage was considerably more complex. It in-
volved, initially, the finding that an adjustment of the median line
was required in order to give appropriate weight to the Chamber's
conclusion that the relevant coastline of the United States in the
delimitation area is considerably longer than that of Canada. The
auxiliary criterion of proportionality, which takes into account ine-
qualities in lengths of relevant coastlines, was used to correct "the

126. Id. at 332.
127. Id. at 332-33.
128. Id. at 333. It is interesting to note that Canada fared better in this innermost

area of the Gulf than it would have under the equidistance method that it had pro-
posed. See supra map 1, page 17.

129. Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 334.
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untoward consequences" of applying, without modification, the main
criterion of equal division of areas of overlap.230

In order to make use of this auxiliary criterion, it was first neces-
sary to determine the respective lengths of the parties' relevant
coastlines. The Chamber determined these lengths by using straight
lines connecting salient points on the coasts situated within the Gulf
of Maine closing line. The length of the United States relevant
coastline was found to be approximately 284 nautical miles, as mea-
sured along three connected straight lines running first from the el-
bow of Cape Cod to Cape Ann, then from there to Cape Elizabeth,
and then from there to the international boundary terminus.131 The
determination of the Canadian relevant coastline length was compli-
cated by the question of whether, and if so how, the coasts situated
within the Bay of Fundy were to be calculated. The positions of the
parties on this point were, of course, widely divergent.123 The Cham-
ber decided that because the Bay is part of the Gulf of Maine, the
greater part of its coastline must be included in the calculation.1 3s

The relevant Canadian coastline was then found to be approxi-
mately 206 nautical miles long, as measured along four connected
straight lines running first from the international boundary termi-
nus into the Bay of Fundy to the point on the New Brunswick coast
where the Bay's waters extend no farther than twelve miles from
low-water mark, then across the Bay to the corresponding point on
the Nova Scotian coast, then out of the Bay to Brier Island, and
from there to Cape Sable.234

The ratio between these coastline lengths of 284 and 206 nautical
miles is 1.38/1. In order to give appropriate weight to the longer
United States coastline, the Chamber moved the provisionally

130. Id. at 335.
131. Id. at 336.
132. The Canadian position was that the Bay of Fundy is part of the Gulf of

Maine, and that its entire coastline should therefore be used in proportionality calcu-
lations. Canadian Counter-Memorial, supra note 39, at 296-300. The United States
position was that the Bay should be sealed off by a straight line that would be used in
the calculations. The principal reasons put forth for excluding the actual coasts of the
Bay from the calculations were that the Bay itself was not being delimited in the case
and that "the coastlines of the Bay of Fundy face each other and not the area being
delimited." United States Counter-Memorial, supra note 93, at 195.

133. Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 336. The Chamber held that the coasts
of the Bay of Fundy should be included up to the point where the Bay so narrows
that it contains "only maritime areas lying no further than 12 miles from the low
water mark." Id. at 268. Judge Schwebel disagreed with the Chamber on this point.
He preferred to have Canada credited only with "that portion of the coast of New
Brunswick which, running from the international border, actually fronts upon the
Gulf of Maine, as far, at least, as Point Lepreau, and, at most, as St. John, together
with the length of a closing line running from one of those points to Brier Island,
Nova Scotia." Id. at 355 (Separate Opinion of Judge Schwebel).

134. Id. at 336.
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adopted median line toward Nova Scotia to the point on a line
drawn across the Gulf where it reflected the 1.38/1 ratio.' 35

The Chamber then made another, and final, correction of the me-
dian line, moving it this time only slightly and in favor of Canada.
This action resulted from use of the auxiliary criterion which al-
lowed giving some, but not full, effect to islands. The Chamber con-
sidered that Seal Island, situated off the coast of Nova Scotia,
should not be totally disregarded in the delimitation. The fact that
the island is two and one-half miles long, is inhabited year-round,
and is situated only nine miles inside the closing line of the Gulf
attested to its significance.136 But to give it full effect was considered
to be excessive, because it would require, in constructing the median
line, treating the coast of Nova Scotia as extending out to, and
across, Seal Island. The Chamber made what it considered to be the
appropriate correction by giving the island "half-effect," which was
accomplished by changing the ratio to be applied in constructing the
median line from 1.38/1 to 1.32/1.137

This second and central segment of the delimitation line, a twice-
corrected median line, was made to begin where it intersects the bi-
sector from point A that constitutes the first segment, and to end
where it reaches the closing line of the Gulf. The point of intersec-
tion, the Chamber noted, is located at the place inside the Gulf
where the relevant coasts of the two parties change from a relation-
ship of adjacency to a relationship of oppositeness."'

3. The Third Segment. The final segment of the boundary ex-
tends through open ocean and effectively decides the outcome of the
decade-long dispute over control of the rich resources of Georges
Bank. In selecting the practical method to be used to draw this seg-
ment, the Chamber decided that it must again be directed by the
geographical realities, and that the only relevant geographical reali-
ties were those that had controlled the construction of the first two
segments of the line, namely the orientation of the coasts of the par-
ties that abut on the Gulf of Maine.' It chose the geometrical
method of drawing a line perpendicular to the closing line of the
Gulf. Use of this method was recommended by its simplicity. '" It

135. Id. at 336-37. The line was drawn across the Gulf from Chebogue Point,
Nova Scotia, to the northeastern tip of Cape Cod, the place where the coasts of Mas-
sachusetts and Nova Scotia are nearest each other.

136. Id. at 337.
137. Id. The precise details of the method by which this correction of the median

line was made are explained in the Report of the Technical Expert, appended to the
Judgment, Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 347-51. For prior uses of this "half-
effect" technique, see the Anglo-French Arbitration, supra note 34, at 117, and the
Tunisia-Libya Case, supra note 33, at 89.

138. Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 337.
139. Id.
140. Id. at 337-38.
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was considered to be appropriate because the direction of the closing
line, with which the perpendicular forms a right angle, "corresponds
generally to the direction of the coastline at the back of the Gulf."'

The Chamber noted that the United States had proposed the use of
a perpendicular to what it considered to be the general direction of
the coast, and that the Canadian strict equidistance line, before it
was "corrected," would "have exactly coincided with a perpendicular
to the closing line of the Gulf. '142

The Chamber then stated that the perpendicular should be drawn
from the point where the corrected median line reaches the closing
line of the Gulf. While meticulously determining the course of the
second segment of the line, the Chamber had focused its attention
also on the final segment, the course of which would divide the con-
tinental shelf and the superjacent water column of Georges Bank,
"the real subject of the dispute between the United States and Can-
ada in the present case. '143 The dictates of the geographical config-
uration of coasts that determined the course of the boundary within
the Gulf determined the course of the boundary outside it. The
Chamber explained:

It would be unthinkable that, in that part of the delimitation area
which lies outside and over against the Gulf, the dividing line
should not follow or continue the line drawn within the Gulf by
reference to the particular characteristics of its coasts. If one were
to seek for a typical illustration of what is meant by the adage "the
land dominates the sea", it is here that it would be found.14

4. Verifying the Equitableness of the Result. The fundamental
norm of maritime boundary delimitation requires that the result be
equitable. The Chamber therefore sought to explain, in the last part
of its judgment, why the delimitation it had effected should be con-
sidered to have produced an overall equitable result. As regards the
first two segments of the line, which are situated within the Gulf of
Maine proper and which were drawn solely on the basis of the geo-
graphical features of the coasts surrounding them, the Chamber did
not believe that a verification was absolutely necessary, particularly
in light of the fact that the parties had not made "special reference"
either to the exploitation of the living and non-living resources of
this area or to the importance of those resources to their econo-
mies. 45 The third segment of the line, which extends across open
ocean and divides Georges Bank, "the principal stake in the pro-
ceedings,"14 was put to the equitableness test by reference to the

141. Id. at 338.
142. Id.
143. Id. at 340.
144. Id. at 338.
145. Id. at 340.
146. Id.
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socioeconomic arguments presented in extenso by the parties.
The Chamber paid particular attention to the possible impact of

the delimitation on the economy of certain Nova Scotian fishing
communities that are clearly and presently dependent on Georges
Bank fisheries. The line constructed by the Chamber was found to
pass the test because it leaves on the Canadian side the larger part
of the "Northern Edge and Peak" of the Bank, on which are located
the greatest concentrations of scallops, the fishery considered by
Canada to be of particular importance to the Nova Scotian econ-
omy. 47 Moreover, the line leaves on the Canadian side the location
of its major lobster-fishing activities, and on the United States side
the areas where most of its lobster and scallop-fishing activities have
taken place; and it leaves to each party a considerable area for ex-
ploration and exploitation of oil and gas resources. 4 8 The Chamber
concluded, significantly, that "nothing less than a decision which
would have assigned the whole of Georges Bank to one of the Par-
ties might possibly have entailed serious economic repercussions for
the other."" 9

D. Commentary on the Judgment

In this first judicial decision relating to delimitation of a single,
multipurpose, maritime boundary, the Chamber made a significant
contribution to the development of international law in an area of
increasing importance in interstate relations. The Chamber elabo-
rated an integrated framework for single maritime boundary delimi-
tation. Perhaps the Chamber's major contribution was to carefully
restrict the circumstances relevant to the construction of such a
boundary line to the geographical configuration of relevant coasts,
that is to say, to coasts actually situated within the delimitation
area. This will hopefully put an end to attempts by disputing states
to allege the relevance of coastlines situated outside the delimitation
area and to catalogue open-ended lists of so-called equitable princi-
ples that are based on such nongeographical matters as the mainte-
nance of existing fishing patterns and the lessening of potential for
future disputes.5 0 The role of such considerations is now clearer.
Nongeographical factors are, at best, to be used only to test the eq-
uitableness of a boundary line drawn on the sole basis of geographi-
cal realities.' 5' Furthermore, their relevance even as a test is limited.
It is expected that the attention of negotiators will increasingly be

147. Id. at 343.
148. Id.
149. Id. This statement strongly suggests that adjustments, or corrections, might

have been required if the geographical realities of the area had dictated construction
of a boundary line such as that proposed by the United States.

150. See supra notes 101-104 & 107-10 and accompanying text.
151. See supra notes 61-67 and accompanying text.
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focused on the geography of relevant coasts and that, in conse-
quence, agreement will be more easily reached.

The Chamber's judgment provides guidelines for the use of geo-
graphical circumstances to delimit a single maritime boundary. The
goal is to implement equitable criteria that are based on the geogra-
phy of coasts by use of practical methods that are likewise based on
the geography of coasts. 15 2 The basic criterion is that of equal divi-
sion of areas of overlap of coastal projections seaward. Auxiliary cri-
teria are required to be used when the geographical situation is such
that use of the basic criterion alone would produce an inequitable
result. 153 Judicious use of auxiliary criteria should enable decision
makers to achieve an equitable delimitation in a wide variety of geo-
graphical settings. Among the auxiliary criteria available for use in
combination with the basic criterion of equal division is the concept
of proportionality, whereby weight is given to the difference within
the delimitation area between the lengths of the respective coast-
lines of the disputing states. Also available are the auxiliary criteria
of giving partial effect to islands and that of preventing the cutting
off of a coastline from its appropriate seaward projection. Two of
these auxiliary criteria, those of proportionality and the giving of
partial effect to islands, were used in the Gulf of Maine delimita-
tion.'5' The third, that of preventing cut-offs, was not used, possibly
because its use is appropriate only in circumstances like, or similar
to, that of the North Sea Cases, where the German coast was
"caught in a squeeze" between those of Denmark and the
Netherlands.'5 5

As regards proportionality, which is increasingly being considered
to be a touchstone of equitableness,'5 the Chamber sought to make
it abundantly clear that the area in dispute is not to be divided on
the sole basis of the respective lengths of the coasts of the parties
situated in the. delimitation area. What this auxiliary criterion re-
quires is that when there is a substantial difference in these lengths,
a correction must be made in a line drawn to implement the basic
criterion of equal division of areas of overlap. 57 This view is, in gen-
eral, in keeping with past judicial pronouncements; its use by the
Chamber, however, differs in certain respects from past uses. 18

152. Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 300.
153. See supra notes 52-54 and accompanying text.
154. See supra notes 130-37 and accompanying text.
155. North Sea Cases, supra note 33, at 17.
156. Tunisia-Libya Case, supra note 33, at 75.
157. Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 323.
158. In the North Sea Cases, the International Court of Justice said that an equi-

table delimitation should bring about a reasonable degree of proportionality "between
the extent of continental shelf appertaining to the States concerned and their respec-
tive coastlines." North Sea Cases, supra note 33, at 52. This use of proportionality is
as a test of the equitableness of a given boundary line. It is used to assess the equita-
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The Chamber neither compared the ratios of coastline lengths to
the ratios of the maritime areas allocated nor identified any particu-
lar geographical feature that produced a distorting effect on the line
it had drawn. Instead, it noted the substantial difference in the
lengths of the relevant coastlines of the parties, determined the ra-
tios of those lengths, and then moved the median line provisionally
established for the crucial second segment of the boundary line to
bring it into accord with those ratios.109 It is expected that this
somewhat creative use of proportionality will contribute to the ele-
vation of that auxiliary criterion to the status of an absolute, albeit
flexible, requirement for an equitable delimitation, at least in those
situations where the difference in coastline lengths is substantial.
Similarly, the technique of giving "half-effect" to islands can be ex-
pected to become an increasingly used exercise in maritime bound-
ary delimitation.

The geometrical methods used by the Chamber to effect the de-
limitation were those of variants of the perpendicular to the general
direction of the relevant coastlines, including a bisector, and equi-
distance, in the form of a median line corrected to give considerable
weight to the proportionality criterion and lesser weight to the crite-
rion of giving partial effect to islands.100 The Chamber refused to
give preferred status to the equidistance method, leaving it to com-
pete on an equal footing with other geometrical methods."' The
principal conclusion to be drawn is that the choice of method, or

ble effects of a line in terms of coastline length ratios compared with ratios of mar-
time areas allocated by the line being tested. Its use in this manner requires that
relevant coastlines be identified and measured and that the seaward limits of the area
being divided must be identified and the area measured. In the Anglo-French Arbi-
tration, the Court of Arbitration used the concept of proportionality differently, con-
sidering it to be a "factor for determining the reasonable or unreasonable... effects
of particular geographical features or configurations upon the course of an equidis-
tance-line boundary," Anglo-French Arbitration, supra note 34, at 60, 18 INT'L LEGAL
MATERLus at 427. No attempt was made to measure either the open-ended area of
continental shelf to be divided or the lengths of the coasts of Britain and France that
bordered on the delimitation area. Instead, the court gave consideration to the dis-
proportionate effect on an equidistance line of a particular geographic feature-the
westward projection of the Scilly Isles-and corrected the equidistance line by giving
those islands only half-effect. Id. at 117, 18 Ihrr'L LEGAL MATERALS at 455. See also
supra note 73. In the Tunisia-Libya Case, the International Court of Justice used the
North Sea Cases approach to proportionality. It tested the equitableness of the line it
had drawn by comparing coastline length ratios to ratios of areas of shelf apportioned
to the parties. Tunisia-Libya Case, supra note 33, at 91. For this purpose, the court
defined the seaward limits of the open-ended area to be delimited for the sole pur-
pose of employing the proportionality test. A similar approach was used in the negoti-
ated Bay of Biscay continental shelf delimitation. See Collins & Rogoff, supra note
19, at 48-51.

159. Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 336-37.
160. See supra notes 121-40 and accompanying text.
161. See supra notes 56-59 and accompanying text.
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methods, must be made in the light of the particular geographical
circumstances of each individual case.

It is the determination of these particular geographical circum-
stances that will be the principal concern of those engaged in delim-
iting single, multipurpose, maritime boundaries in the future. This
determination is no simple matter, and it is largely unguided by pre-
cise legal concepts. Consider, for example, the question of the extent
of the coast of the Bay of Fundy to be included in the calculation of
coastline length ratios. Four different positions were expressed dur-
ing the argument and in the decision. Canada was of the opinion
that all the coast of the Bay should be included in the calculation;
the United States was of the opinion that only a straight line drawn
across the mouth of the Bay should be included; the Chamber saw
fit to include a substantial portion of that coast; and Judge Schwe-
bel, in a separate opinion in which he differed with the Chamber
only on this point, preferred to include a lesser portion. 6 ' As Judge
Schwebel stated, the law on questions such as this "is more plastic
than formed."11 63 The same can be said with respect to other "geo-
graphical realities." Judge Gros, in his dissenting opinion, was
harshly critical of the Chamber's view of the Gulf of Maine as an
elongated rectangle. As he saw it, this interpretation of the geo-
graphical facts was made in order to "prepare the discovery that an
angle in the north of the Gulf will enable a bisector to be drawn"
and to give the Gulf a fourth side from which a perpendicular can be
drawn.'" In Judge Gros's view, the Gulf of Maine, like any gulf, has
only three sides and is "of somewhat oval shape."' 65 It can reasona-
bly be expected that additional state practice and future judicial de-
cisions will provide guidance on these matters.

III. THE PRIMACY OF GEOGRAPHY: AN AssESSMENT

The preceding section of this Article described the Chamber's de-
cision in the Gulf of Maine Case, highlighting the primacy afforded
to geographical factors in delimiting the single maritime boundary
called for in the Special Agreement. Although nongeographical con-
siderations did figure in the Chamber's analysis, they did so only as
a final check to assure that the geographically determined boundary
was not inequitable. This almost total focus on geography and the
corresponding devaluation of nongeographical factors must have
come as a surprise to the parties, who devoted considerable effort
and ingenuity to developing arguments and supporting data based
on nongeographical considerations.

162. See supra notes 132-33.
163. Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 357 (Separate Opinion of Judge

Schwebel).
164. Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 379 (Dissenting Opinion of Judge Gros).
165. Id. at 380 (Dissenting Opinion of Judge Gros).
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The Chamber's emphasis on geographical factors has produced
quizzical or negative reactions from scholarly commentators.'" One
commentator, for example, writes that "[f]rom the perspective of
development of the law of maritime delimitation.., the Chamber's
judgment is most significant for clarifying what is ndt relevant...
.,167 She also points out that the Chamber was forthcoming about
its reasons for disagreeing with the legal arguments of the parties,
but did little to clarify the legal basis for its own thinking.'0 An-
other scholar is highly critical of the Chamber's emphasis on geo-
graphic factors, which he attributes, at least in part, to what he re-
gards as the special task imposed on the Chamber by the Special
Agreement, namely "the delimitation of a zone unto itself-a unique
combination of a Continental Shelf and a Fishing Zone."' 0 He be-
lieves that maritime boundary disputes are really disputes about re-
source allocation and says that "delimitation should revolve around
the utilization of those natural resources which form the very core
over which the EEZ extends sovereign rights. '1 7 0

This Article contends that the Chamber's stress on geographical
factors was correct, whether viewed from the perspective of theory,
precedent, or policy. The Authors agree with what Judge Schwebel
says in his separate opinion: "the Chamber is certainly right to
stress that, in every case of delimitation of a maritime boundary, the
particular pattern of the area's geographical configuration must gov-
ern.' 7' If the Chamber can be criticized at all, it is only because it
did not fully elaborate its reasoning in according primacy to geo-
graphical factors. The explanation provided by the Chamber was es-
sentially negative and reductive 1 72 -- since it was charged with delim-
iting a single maritime boundary, not a continental shelf boundary
or a fishery zone boundary, it could not rely on factors which are
unique to either zone, but only on geographic factors, which are
common to both zones-and for that reason ultimately unappealing
and unpersuasive. In this section the Authors seek to provide a rea-
soned underpinning for the Chamber's approach.

A. The Legal Theory of Entitlement to Ocean Areas

Legal claims to ocean areas necessarily depend on legal title to
land areas, or, as phrased by the International Court of Justice in

166. But see Legault & Hankey, supra note 32.
167. Schneider, The Gulf of Maine Case: The Nature of an Equitable Result, 79

Am J. IN ' L 539, 576 (1985).
168. Id. at 565.
169. Clain, supra note 28, at 601-602.
170. Id. at 599.
171. Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 353 (Separate Opinion of Judge

Schwebel).
172. See McDorman, Saunders & VanderZwaag, supra note 29, at 90 (speaking of

"the chamber's reductionist geographic approach to boundary making").
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the North Sea Cases, "the land is the legal source of the power
which a State may exercise over territorial extensions . . . sea-
ward. 173 The essential connection between legal claims to ocean ar-
eas and legal title to land areas has been recognized by the court in
cases involving jurisdiction for fisheries purposes as well as in conti-
nental shelf delimitations. In the Fisheries Case, for example, the
court said that it is "the land which confers upon the coastal State a
right to the waters off its coasts.' 174 Landlocked states obviously can
acquire no sovereign rights to ocean waters. And the longer the
coastline of a particular state, the greater is the expanse of ocean
waters to which that state can lay legal claim. It is incompatible
with the basis of legal title that, standing alone, nongeographical
factors such as usage, economic dependency, or resource manage-
ment could confer sovereign rights to ocean areas. Such factors may
be significant in determining whether a state has certain lesser
rights, like the right to fish in certain waters or the right to require
that another state negotiate with it concerning matters of mutual
concern. But these rights are far removed from sovereign rights.

Logically following from the basic premise that entitlement to

173. North Sea Cases, supra note 33, at 51. In the Aegean Sea Continental Shelf
Case (Greece v. Turk.), 1978 I.C.J. 3 (Judgment of Dec. 19), the International Court
of Justice said that, "legally a coastal State's rights over the continental shelf are
both appurtenant to and directly derived from the State's sovereignty over the terri-
tory abutting on that continental shelf." Id. at 36. The court emphatically reiterated
this point in the Tunisia-Libya Case:

It should first be recalled that exclusive rights over submarine areas belong
to the coastal State. The geographic correlation between coasts and sub-
merged areas off the coast is the basis of the coastal State's legal title. As
the Court explained in the North Sea Continental Shelf cases, the conti-
nental shelf is a legal concept in which "the principle is applied that the
land dominates the sea." (LC.J. Reports 1969, p. 51, para. 96). In the Ae-
gean Sea Continental Shelf case the Court emphasized that

"it is solely by virtue of the coastal State's sovereignty over the
land that rights of exploration and exploitation in the continental
shelf can attach to it, ipso jure, under international law. In short,
continental shelf rights are legally both an emanation from and
an automatic adjunct of the territorial sovereignty of the coastal
State." (LC.J. Reports 1978, p. 36, para. 86)

Tunisia-Libya Case, supra note 33, at 61. See also Legault & Hankey, supra note 32.
174. Fisheries Case (U.K. v. Nor.), 1951 I.C.J. 116, 133 (Judgment of Dec. 18).

The court in the North Sea Cases clearly recognized that the theory of entitlement to
ocean areas is the same for continental shelf and water column purposes:

The doctrine of the continental shelf is a recent instance of encroachment
on maritime expanses which, during the greater part of history, appertained
to no-one. The contiguous zone and the continental shelf are in this respect
concepts of the same kind. In both instances the principle is applied that
the land dominates the sea; it is consequently necessary to examine closely
the geographical configuration of the coastlines of the countries whose con-
tinental shelves are to be delimited.

North Sea Cases, supra note 33, at 51.
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ocean areas depends on title to land areas is the idea that entitle-
ment to ocean areas in cases of conflicting claims is not a question of
fairly dividing or apportioning the area in dispute, taking into con-
sideration the uses and resources of the area and minimizing the
potential for future disputes, but rather a question of "establishing
the boundaries of an area already, in principle, appertaining to the
coastal State."''17 Such boundaries may be thought of as "preexist-
ing., 1 7 The "equitable result" mandated by the fundamental norm
is realized, in the words of Judge Ammoun, "by taking into consid-
eration, for each Party, the extent of the link between the land and
the waters, the coastal State's right and the equitable limit of its
claim being a function of the land factor."1 7 7 In other words, an "eq-
uitable result" in maritime delimitations is to be achieved by giving
each state the ocean areas that rightfully belong to it by virtue of its
legal title to its land areas. It is for this reason that in theory mari-
time boundary delimitation must be based on geographical factors,
since it is only by the application of geographical criteria and meth-
ods that the required relationship between land and sea areas can be
established.

As the law is evolving, single maritime boundaries in effect form
permanent dividing lines between areas under different national
sovereignty. 78 The sovereign rights of coastal states in extended
ocean areas are already considerable and future developments in the
law will probably enlarge them. The U.N. Convention on the Law of
the Sea, for example, accords coastal states "sovereign rights" not
only for exploration and exploitation, conservation and management
of living and nonliving resources, but also for "other activities for
the economic exploitation and exploration of the zone, such as the
production of energy from the water, currents and winds. 1 7 0 Thus,
the coastal state will be able to take advantage of developments in
technology over time, some of which might be unforeseeable to-
day.18 0 Coastal states also have "jurisdiction" with regard to the es-

175. North Sea Cases, supra note 33, at 22.
176. Robinson, Colson & Rashkow, supra note 1, at 591. "The jurisprudence until

the Gulf of Maine case suggested that maritime boundaries are preexisting. The role
of the law was seen as identifying the boundary that exists, rather than determining a
line de novo." Id.

177. North Sea Cases, supra note 33, at 146 (Separate Opinion of Judge
Ammoun).

178. In the Gulf of Maine Case, the Chamber recognized that "the single bound-
ary line to be drawn should be applicable to all aspects of the jurisdiction of the
coastal State, not only jurisdiction as defined by international law in its present state,
but also as it will be defined in future." Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 267.

179. U.N. Convention on the Law of the Sea, supra note 46, art. 56(1)(a).
180. Professor O'Connell has remarked that if the law required distributive jus-

tice, "[e]very frontier would be provisional until exploration had revealed the totality
of economic advantages to be derived." 2 D. O'CoNE.LL, THE INT0ERNATzOmL LAW OF
THE SEA 696 (1984). Judge Jessup, commenting on the notion of fairly apportioning
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tablishment and use of artificial islands, installations, and struc-
tures, marine scientific research, and the protection and
preservation of the marine environment. 181 Furthermore, it is likely
that the "sovereign rights" and "jurisdiction" which states presently
possess in the exclusive economic zone will eventually crystallize
into "sovereignty." The International Court of Justice in the Aegean
Sea Continental Shelf Case gave impetus to a similar development
with respect to the continental shelf. Professor O'Connell speculates
that "[ilf, as a result, the continental shelf is to be regarded as tan-
tamount to territory, it may prove difficult to resist the same pro-
pensity in the case of the EEZ.'1 2 "[T]he decision . . . in the Ae-
gean Sea Continental Shelf Case... could stimulate governments
to regard the EEZ as an area to which territorial rights extend, so
that in effect it would become a 200-mile territorial sea limit."183

Although the recent dramatic expansion of coastal state jurisdic-
tion in the oceans has taken place for the most part in response to
resource issues, principally involving fisheries, as well as the ex-
ploitation of oil and gas deposits and related environmental con-
cerns, ocean boundary questions nevertheless involve far more than
the allocation and management of resources. The location and viola-
tion of international boundaries have always been of the utmost
concern to states, even when economic interests are not at stake.
One scholar has remarked that "[t]here is some kind of sanctity
about state boundaries; ' 4 another has referred to the "psychologi-
cal importance for nations [of territory] that is quite out of propor-

resources, said that "[s]uch a rule would be impossible of application since it would
require as a condition precedent precise knowledge of the location and size or produc-
tivity of all parts of the area." North Sea Cases, supra note 33, at 78 (Separate Opin-
ion of Judge Jessup).

Whether determined by agreement or judicial decision, boundary lines require "sta-
bility and permanence." Aegean Sea Continental Shelf Case, supra note 173, at 36.
See also the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, opened for signature May
23, 1969, U.N. Doc. A/CONF.39/27 (in force Jan. 27, 1980), reprinted in United Na-
tions Conference on the Law of Treaties, Documents of the Conference 287 (First and
Second Sessions: Vienna, 26 March - 24 May 1968 and 9 April - 22 May 1969), U.N.
Doc. A/CONF.39/11/Add. 2, art. 61(2) ("A fundamental change of circumstances may
not be invoked as a ground for terminating or withdrawing from a treaty: (a) if the
treaty establishes a boundary . . . ."), and the Vienna Convention on Succession of
States in Respect of Treaties, opened for signature Aug. 23, 1978, U.N. Doc. A/
CONF.80/31 (not yet in force), reprinted in 17 INT'L LEGAl. MATEmRIALS 1488 (1978),
art. II ("A succession of States does not as such affect: (a) a boundary established by
a treaty; or (b) obligations and rights established by a treaty and relating to the re-
gime of a boundary.").

181. U.N. Convention on the Law of the Sea, supra note 46, art. 56(1)(b). See also
id. arts. 211(5), 220(3), (5), (6).

182. 1 D. O'CoNNELL, supra note 180, at 482.
183. Id. at 579 (footnote omitted).
184. A. CUKWURAH, THE SETTLEMENT OF BOUNDARY DISPUTES IN INTERNATIONAL

LAW 10 (1967).
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tion to its intrinsic value, strategic or economic. '"'8' From this point
of view also, then, it is the political configuration on land, embody-
ing as it does the territorial identifications of peoples, that must be
projected seaward.

B. Precedent

When first confronted with the maritime boundary delimitation
problem in the North Sea Cases, the International Court of Justice
adopted a general rule that allowed consideration of many factors."',
The history of maritime delimitation decisions since the North Sea
Cases may be viewed as a progression of attempts to reduce the fac-
tors that may be considered.' 7 Although the Gulf of Maine Case
was the first case to involve the delimitation of a single maritime
boundary, and the Chamber explained its focus on geographical fac-
tors largely by stressing the applicability of such factors to both

185. E. LUARD, THE INT NATIONAL REGULATION OF FaoNm= DisptrS 7 (1970).
Sentiments of national pride and national honour are aroused by threats to
territory more rapidly and more intensely perhaps than over any other type
of issue .... In consequence, disputes over territory have been perhaps the
most important single cause of war between states in the last two or three
centuries.

Id.
186. The guiding rule, laid down in the North Sea Continental Shelf case, is

that in the absence of agreement between the parties a continental shelf
boundary is to be determined in accordance with equitable principles ....
Used in that sense, "equitable" is really no more than a synonym for "fair,"
"just," "reasonable," or "appropriate."

Blecher, Equitable Delimitation of Continental Shelf, 73 Am J. I*rL L, 60, 83
(1979).

One can understand why considerations of equity play a prominent part
in the development of law on the continental shelf. That law has been in its
infancy. There are many gaps to be filled, or, if one does not acknowledge
the existence of gaps in the law, the details have not yet been "discovered,"
and courts may be reluctant to spell out too many rules of "law" justifying
their decisions. It is not certain how continental shelf law will develop, and
courts do not want to lay down rules of law that may tie judicial hands in
future cases. It is thought desirable to make it appropriate to appeal to
flexible equitable considerations.

Id. at 86-87 (footnotes omitted). See also Charney, Ocean Boundaries Between Na-
tions: A Theory for Progress, 78 AL. J. INT'L L, 582 (1984).

187. Professor Charney argues that the evolution from equitable principles "to
the articulation of a strict rule of law... has not yet occurred." Charney, supra note
186, at 593. He sees recent developments (the Tunisia-Libya Case and the U.N. Con-
vention on the Law of the Sea) as focusing more on result and acceptability rather
than on rule or process. Id. at 593-94. One can indeed cite language from various
international court decisions which supports Professor Charney's argument. See, e.g.,
Tunisia-Libya Case, supra note 33, at 593 ("It is, however, the result which is pre-
dominant: the principles are subordinate to the goal.. . ."). Nevertheless, an exami-
nation of the factors actually regarded by the court as decisive in that case and in
other recent decisions indicates a clear narrowing of relevant considerations. See in-
fra notes 189 & 190.
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shelf and fishery zones and the inapplicability of factors which per-
tain only to the shelf or the fishery zone, the law had been moving
strongly in the direction of focusing on geographical realities for
some time.188 For example, in the Anglo-French Arbitration the
Court of Arbitration said that "the appropriateness-the equitable
character-of the method is always a function of the particular geo-
graphical situation."' 89 And in the Tunisia-Libya Case, the Interna-
tional Court of Justice said that "[a]ny examination of methods, like
the examination of applicable rules and principles, must take as
starting-point the particular geographical situation, and especially
the extent and features of the area found to be relevant to the
delimitation." ' 90

In an article published in 1982, prior to the Gulf of Maine deci-
sion, the Authors examined state practice and decisional law, and
concluded that

[t]hese legal materials clearly show that primacy must be accorded
to geographic factors in delimiting maritime boundaries ...
Nongeographic considerations, such as geological formations and
economic use or dependency, play a subsidiary role in maritime
boundary delimitation. Such considerations allow for minor vari-
ances from a line determined solely by reference to geographic fac-
tors only in exceptional situations. 19'

188. Even before the North Sea Cases, the court recognized the importance of
geographical factors in delimiting jurisdictional zones in the oceans. In the Fisheries
Case, for example, the court regarded the Norwegian baseline, which it approved, as
"dictated by geographic realities." Fisheries Case, supra note 174, at 128.

189. Anglo-French Arbitration, supra note 34, at 54. At another point the Court
of Arbitration referred to "the various equitable considerations invoked by the Par-
ties regarding their respective navigational defence and security interests in the
[Channel Islands] region." Id. at 91. It concluded, however, that "they cannot be re-
garded by the Court as exercising a decisive influence on the delimitation of the
boundary in the present case. They may support and strengthen, but they cannot
negative, any conclusions that are already indicated by the geographical, political and
legal circumstances of the region . . . ." Id.

190. Tunisia-Libya Case, supra note 33, at 82. Tunisia invoked economic consid-
erations in support of its claim. It drew attention to "its relative poverty vis-a-vis
Libya" and it pointed out that fishing resources "must necessarily be taken into ac-
count as supplementing its national economy in eking out its survival as a country,"
Id. at 77. The court answered:

The Court is, however, of the view that these economic considerations
cannot be taken into account for the delimitation of the continental shelf
areas appertaining to each Party. They are virtually extraneous factors
since they are variables which unpredictable national fortune or calamity,
as the case may be, might at any time cause to tilt the scale one way or the
other. A country might be poor today and become rich tomorrow as a result
of an event such as the discovery of a valuable economic resource.

Id.
191. Collins & Rogoff, supra note 19, at 61-62.
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C. Policy Considerations

In addition to consistency with the theoretical basis of entitle-
ment to ocean areas and the jurisprudence of maritime boundary
delimitation, the geographical approach is best from a policy per-
spective. Since the geographical approach is relatively objective and
easy to apply, particularly when compared with a "functional" ap-
proach that takes account of all possibly relevant geomorphological,
ecological, and economic factors, agreement between nations or deci-
sion by third-party decision makers is greatly facilitated, thus con-
tributing to the prompt resolution of international maritime bound-
ary disputes. Furthermore, the ecological, environmental, and
economic factors often said to be relevant in maritime delimitation
have been satisfactorily dealt with in other ways by the newly-
emerging law of the sea, and for that reason their injection into de-
limitation determinations is not only unnecessary but also out of ac-
cord with developing law.

1. Objectivity and Applicability of Standards. If all states
claimed 200-mile resource zones, given existing political patterns
there would be about 330 maritime boundaries. Less than one-third
of these potential boundaries have been delimited. Many are dis-
puted. Undefined or disputed boundaries present serious impedi-
ments to resource exploitation and management, and more gener-
ally, are a major source of tension between nations. It is therefore
highly desirable that maritime boundaries be delimited by the expe-
ditiously negotiated agreement of coastal states. A clear articulation
of the principles and rules of international law applicable to bound-
ary delimitation would greatly facilitate such negotiated agreement.
To be most useful in providing a legal framework for negotiations,
the principles and rules should be objective and easily applicable to
the factors regarded as relevant. Professor Charney maintains that
"it is desirable that the law in this area move away from a highly
individualized rule that may stimulate disputes and closer to stricter
rules that would help to resolve disputes.... [W]hen many disputes
are possible, highly flexible, individualized rules of law may be
counter-productive and inefficient."' '92 Furthermore, if the rules are
used as a basis for third-party decision, legitimacy is enhanced by a
judgment founded "upon principles that are separate from political
and economic acceptability." '

Objectivity of course is a relative term when used to refer to legal
rules. When situations are complex and highy individualized, legal
rules must be sufficiently flexible to produce just results. Flexibility
in such situations necessarily involves affording a certain degree of
latitude for the exercise of judgment and discretion by negotiators

192. Charney, supra note 186, at 595.
193. Id.
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or decision makers. But the area in which discretion and judgment
are free to operate must be circumscribed to the greatest possible
degree. "Functional" criteria that take account of all possibly rele-
vant geomorphological, ecological, and economic circumstances are
too complex and do little to determine the actual result in a particu-
lar situation. An open-ended enumeration of unweighted "relevant
factors" or "equitable considerations" does not provide a sufficiently
objective basis for negotiation or decision.194 While the geographical
approach still requires the exercise of judgment and discretion in its
application, subjectivity is minimized, probably to the greatest ex-
tent possible. 195

In addition to the relatively objective standards provided by geo-
graphical criteria, the geographical approach is far easier to apply
than is a multifactoral analysis. Geographical realities, such as the
length and configuration of coastlines or the size and position of is-
lands, may be determined with certainty. Geographical methods,
such as constructing an equidistance line, a line bisecting an angle,

194. The following comment of Judge Oda highlights the extreme subjectivity of a
norm which takes resource allocation into consideraton:

Certainly various political, social and economic factors could have been sug-
gested for this purpose [taking into account the relevant circumstances],
and indeed the Judgment has briefly referred to them: the size of the terri-
tories and their population, the distribution of natural resources, the degree
of development of the economy and industry, etc., of the respective Parties.
However, these factors could not lead to a solution agreeable to the Parties
because ideas of the way in which they should be taken into account may
well vary between them. It could be asked, for instance, if the advanced
industry or economy of one State should justify its being given wider areas
of the continental shelf or exclusive economic zone than the other State, or
whether the latter should be given much wider areas to compensate for its
poverty. . . . Such questions involve global resource policies, or basic
problems of world politics which not only could not have been solved by the
judicial organ of the world community but stray well beyond equity as a
norm of law into the realm of social organization.

Tunisia-Libya Case, supra note 33, at 255-56 (Dissenting Opinion of Judge Oda).
195. That a particular legal rule or set of legal rules does not fully determine the

decision in a particular case does not mean that the decision is necessarily subjective
or based on mere expediency, as critics of the geographical approach have argued. All
that is required is that the particular decision "be formally deducible from some legal
rule." R. WASSERSTROM, THE JUDIcIAL DECISION: TOwARD A THEORY OF LEGAL JUSTIFI-

CATION 172 (1961).
To require that judicial decisions be deducible from legal rules is to do
more than insist that an argument not be formally fallacious. For it is to
ensure as well that further criticism and evaluation of the premises of that
argument will be possible; it is to require that the grounds of decision be
made articulate so that their content will be understandable and their cor-
rectness verifiable. The demand that the procedure of justification be logi-
cal in this sense does not assure that just decisions will be forthcoming; but
it does hold out the promise that the reasons which purport to justify deci-
sions can be subjected to independent scrutiny and objective verification.

Id. at 172-73.
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or a perpendicular line are straightforward. Contrast the finding of
geographical facts and the use of geometric methods with the deter-
mination and evaluation of geomorphological, ecological, sociologi-
cal, or economic "facts." In the recent continental shelf delimitation
between Malta and Libya, the International Court of Justice re-
marked that the need to interpret the evidence advanced for and
against the Libyan geological argument would compel the court to
"make a determination upon a disagreement between scientists of
distinction as to the more plausibly correct interpretation of appar-
ently incomplete scientific data," a position which it could not ac-
cept. 9" As presently constituted, international tribunals simply lack
the ability or available resources to evaluate complex ecological, so-
cioeconomic, and geomorphological evidence and arguments.'" And
such material would unduly complicate the task of negotiators.

2. Resource and Environmental Factors and Socioeconomic
Considerations.

a. The duty to negotiate. The principal reason advanced for tak-
ing resource and environmental factors into consideration in the de-
limitation of maritime boundaries is the alleged necessity of single-
country management for the efficient exploitation and conservation
of resources and the effective protection of the marine environment.
Socioeconomic considerations are seen as relevant because it is
thought that only by virtue of actual sovereign rights over resources
can coastal state access and usage be assured. The international law
pertaining to ocean resources and the marine environment, however,
has already dealt with these problems and has developed solutions
that do not depend on boundary location.

States are obligated to negotiate in good faith to resolve their dis-
putes. Article 33 of the U.N. Charter requires that disputes be set-
tled by peaceful means, and specifically recognizes negotiation as an
appropriate means.198 The International Court of Justice has further
elaborated the obligation to negotiate, particularly in cases involving
maritime jurisdiction. In the North Sea Cases the court said that
"the obligation was 'not only to enter into negotiations but also to
pursue them as far as possible with a view to concluding agree-

196. Libya-Malta Case, supra note 33, at 36. In the Gulf of Maine Case, supra
note 1, the Chamber remarked that it is not "convinced of the possibility of discern-
ing any genuine, sure and stable 'natural boundaries' in so fluctuating an environ-
ment as the waters of the ocean, their flora and fauna." Id. at 277.

197. Robinson, Colson & Rashkow, supra note 1, at 590, 592.
198. See Lagoni, Interim Measures Pending Maritime Delimitation Agreements,

78 ALL J. INr'L L. 345, 354-56 (1984). In his separate opinion in the North Sea Cases,
Judge Jessup said: "[T]he principle of international cooperation in the exploitation of
a natural resource is well established in ... international practice." North Sea Cases,
supra note 33, at 82 (Separate Opinion of Judge Jessup). "Clearly, the principle of
co-operation applies to the stage of exploration as well as to that of exploitation ....
Id. at 83.
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ments', even if an obligation to negotiate did not imply an obligation
to reach agreement."' 99 And perhaps more importantly, in situations
where international law affords certain rights to more than one state
with respect to the same matter (a transboundary fish stock or oil
deposit or ecological zone, or the right to "surplus" fish in another
nation's EEZ, for example), "[t]he obligation to negotiate .. .flows
from the very nature of the respective rights of the Parties."' 0 0 In
the Gulf of Maine Case, the Chamber referred to the history of
friendly and fruitful cooperation between Canada and the United
States and then remarked that "[b]y once more joining in a common
endeavour, the Parties will surely be able to surmount any difficul-
ties and take the right steps to ensure the positive development of
their activities in the important domains concerned. '20 1

b. Fisheries. The principles of cooperation and agreement in the
management and control of fisheries in which more than one nation
participate were clearly enunciated in the Truman Proclamation of
1945 on coastal fisheries in high seas areas; 02 and such principles
have continued to shape the. developing law of extended fisheries
zones ever since. The International Court of Justice in the Fisheries
Jurisdiction Case, after according preferential, but not exclusive,
rights to Iceland in the fisheries off its coasts, held that "the Gov-
ernment of Iceland and the Government of the United Kingdom are
under mutual obligations to undertake negotiations in good faith for
the equitable solution of their differences concerning their respec-
tive fishery rights. 2 0 3

The U.N. Convention on the Law of the Sea sets out a compre-
hensive scheme for the regulation of fisheries in the EEZ-those
that would be effected by a maritime boundary delimitation-which
prominently features cooperation and agreement with respect to
conservation, management, and exploitation. Article 62 provides for
the utilization of the living resources of the EEZ in the following
terms:

1. The coastal State shall promote the objective of optimum
utilization of the living resources in the exclusive economic zone
without prejudice to article 61 [which provides that "[t]he coastal
State shall determine the allowable catch of the living resources in
its exclusive economic zone"].

2. The coastal State shall determine its capacity to harvest the

199. North Sea Cases, supra note 33, at 48 (quoting Railway Traffic Between
Lithuania and Poland (Lith. v. Pol.), 1931 P.C.I.J., ser. A/B, No. 42, at 116).

200. Fisheries Jurisdiction Case (U.K. v. Ice.), 1974 I.C.J. 1, 32 (Judgment of July
25).

201. Gulf of Maine Case, supra note 1, at 344.
202. Proclamation No. 2668, Policy of the United States With Respect to Coastal

Fisheries in Certain Areas of the High Seas, 3 C.F.R. 40 (1945 Supp.), reprinted in 59
Stat. 885 (1945).

203. Fisheries Jurisdiction Case, supra note 200, at 34.
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living resources of the exclusive economic zone. Where the coastal
State does not have the capacity to harvest the entire allowable
catch, it shall, through agreements or other arrangements ... give
other States access to the surplus of the allowable catch .... (em-
phasis added).

3. In giving access to other States to its exclusive economic zone
under this article, the coastal State shall take into account all rele-
vant factors, including inter alia, the significance of the living re-
sources of the area to the economy of the coastal State concerned
and its other national interests, the provisions of articles 69 and 70
[concerning the rights of landlocked states and states with special
geographical characteristics], the requirements of developing States
in the subregion or region in harvesting part of the surplus and the
need to minimize economic dislocation in States whose nationals
have habitually fished in the zone or which have made substantial
efforts in research and identification of stocks.'"

As Judge Oda has remarked, "under the 200-mile EEZ, foreign fish-
ing will be categorically guaranteed for the surplus of the allowable
catch when the coastal state cannot itself 'harvest the entire allowa-
ble catch.' -'205 Presumably the "agreement or other arrangements"
mandated by article 62(2) in the case of the lack of capacity of the
coastal state to harvest the entire allowable catch must be negoti-
ated in good faith. Account must be taken of the criteria enunciated
in article 62(3), among which is "the need to minimize economic dis-
location in States whose nationals have habitually fished in the zone
or which have made substantial efforts in research and identification
of stocks."2 °0 Agreement is also required for the conservation and
management of transboundary fish stocks. Article 63(1) provides:

Where the same stock or stocks of associated species occur
within the exclusive economic zones of two or more coastal States,
these States shall seek, either directly or through appropriate sub-
regional or regional organizations, to agree upon the measures nec-
essary to co-ordinate and ensure the conservation and development
of such stocks without prejudice to the other provisions of this
Part.2o7

State practice appears to be in harmony with the view that ques-
tions of usage and management of transboundary fisheries are to be
handled by negotiated agreement. For example, the Fisheries Con-
servation and Management Act, enacted by the United States in
1976, follows the article 62 scheme for the utilization of the fisheries

204. U.N. Convention on the Law of the Sea, supra note 46, art. 62.
205. Oda, Fisheries Under the United Nations Convention on the Law of the

Sea, 77 AB. J. INT'L L 739, 744 (1983).
206. U.N. Convention on the Law of the Sea, supra note 46, art. 62(3).
207. U.N. Convention on the Law of the Sea, supra note 46, art. 63(1). For an

analysis of article 63, see Shibles, supra note 27.
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in the U.S. 200-mile fisheries zone.20 The United States has already
negotiated agreements pursuant to the Act with thirty-four coun-
tries to allow their nationals to take "surplus" fish in the zone.
Other agreements providing for cooperation in fisheries matters
have been negotiated both on a multilateral 209 and bilateral1 0 basis.
The original arrangement negotiated by Canada and the United
States, the linked treaties establishing a cooperative fisheries regime
in the transboundary area (and beyond) and submitting the bound-
ary dispute to third-party decision, was in fact the most appropriate
way to deal with the issues confronting the two nations.2 11 If the
approach embodied in the linked treaty arrangement had not been
rejected by the United States, it would have been quite clear that
fisheries considerations had no place in determining the location of
the boundary-since they would have been fully taken into account
in the negotiated fisheries agreement.

c. Oil and gas. Although the court in the North Sea Cases
pointed to unity of deposits as a factor "to be taken into considera-
tion in the delimitation of areas of continental shelf,"21 it gave very
little weight to it, saying that "[ihe Court does not consider that
unity of deposit constitutes anything more than a factual element
which it is reasonable to take into consideration in the course of the
negotiations for a delimitation. 212 As in the case of fisheries, em-
phasis is on cooperation and agreement in the management and con-
servation of transboundary deposits. Article 3 of the Charter of Eco-
nomic Rights and Duties of States gives expression to this idea: "In
the exploitation of natural resources shared by two or more coun-
tries, each State must co-operate on the basis of a system of infor-
mation and prior consultations in order to achieve optimum use of
such resources without causing damage to the legitimate interest of

208. See Collins & Rogoff, supra note 19, at 22 n.75.
209. See, e.g., European Fisheries Convention, Mar. 9, 1964, 581 U.N.T.S. 57 (in

force Mar. 15, 1966); Convention on Fishing and Conservation of Living Resources in
the Baltic Sea, Sept. 13, 1973, U.N. Doc. A/C.1/1035, reprinted in 12 INT'L LEGAL

MATERIALS 1291 (1973).
210. See, e.g., Agreement Concerning Fisheries, June 22, 1965, Japan-Republic of

Korea, 583 U.N.T.S. 51, reprinted in 4 INT'L LEGAL MATERIALS 1128 (1965); Conti-
nental Shelf Boundary, Feb. 12, 1974, Argentina-Uruguay, OFFICE OF TniE GE GnA-
PHER, U.S. DEP'T OF STATE, LIMITS IN THE SEAS (multi-pamphlet series), No. 64 (Oct.
24, 1975); Treaty Concerning Pacific Salmon, Jan. 28, 1985, United States-Canada, 99
Stat. 7.

211. Collins & Rogoff, supra note 19, at 22 n.74.
212. North Sea Cases, supra note 33, at 51.
213. Id. at 52 (emphasis added). In his separate opinion Judge Ammoun said that

"if the preservation of the unity of deposit is a matter of concern to the Parties, they
must provide for this by a voluntary agreement... , and this does not fall within the
category of a factor or rule of delimitation." Id. at 149 (Separate Opinion of Judge
Ammoun).
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others.1214 After an exhaustive analysis of bilateral treaties in force,
Professor Lagoni concluded that "the obligation to negotiate in good
faith about the exploration and exploitation of the common deposit
and about the apportionment of its proceeds can already be re-
garded as a customary rule of international law. 2 1 Professor Lagoni
has characterized the rule in this area as quite "flexible," leaving to
the negotiators the "modalities of the cooperation. ' 2 10 Given the dif-
ficulty in obtaining detailed information about subterranean mari-
time deposits, this flexibility is extremely useful in the effective joint
management and exploitation of transboundary deposits, and actu-
ally provides a better means of dealing with commercially significant
deposits in the disputed area than does maritime boundary delimi-
tation, which, once effected, is permanent, even if significant new
information comes to light and new technologies emerge.

d. The marine environment. Environmental protection in trans-
boundary areas is to be effected through cooperation and agreement.
Cooperation in combatting maritime pollution has been the subject
of a number of bilateral agreements.217 The U.N. Convention on the
Law of the Sea places legal obligations on states to cooperate in con-
trolling pollution. Article 197 mandates cooperation on a global or
regional basis "in formulating and elaborating international rules,
standards and recommended practices and procedures... for the
protection and preservation of the marine environment, taking into
account characteristic regional features."1 8 Article 199 requires
states to "jointly develop and promote contingency plans for re-
sponding to pollution incidents in the marine environment"210 It is
therefore unnecessary to consider environmental protection issues,
like preserving the unity of an ecological zone, in boundary delimita-
tion determinations.

IV. CONCLUSION

The judgment in the Gulf of Maine Case should have a profound
impact on the numerous multipurpose ocean boundary delimitations

214. Charter of the Economic Rights and Duties of States, G-. Res. 3281, 29
U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 31) at 52, U.N. Doc. A/9631 (1974).

215. Lagoni, Oil and Gas Deposits Across National Frontiers, 73 Am J. IN"L L
215, 243 (1979).

216. Id.
217. See, e.g., Agreement relating to Contingency Plans for Spills of Oil and Other

Noxious Substances, June 19, 1974, United States-Canada, 25 U.S.T. 1280, T.I.A.S.
No. 7861; Agreement of Co-operation Regarding Pollution of the Marine Environ-
ment by Discharges of Hydrocarbons and other Hazardous Substances, July 24, 1980,
United States-Mexico, T.LA.S. No. 10021. See R. CHURCHItL & A. Lowi Tim LAw OF

THE SEA 232-44 (1983). See generally Boyle, Marine Pollution Under the Law of the
Sea Convention, 79 AM. J. IN'L L 347 (1985).

218. U.N. Convention on the Law of the Sea, supra note 46, art. 197.
219. Id. art. 199.
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that must be effected in the near future. It is solidly based in law
and equity and it is eminently correct from the perspective of policy.
The carefully elaborated legal framework provided in the judgment
should serve the international community well in its continuing
struggle to escape from tension and discord and to achieve peaceful
settlement of disputes-at least in one area of increasingly intense
interstate interactions.


